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Senate Okays Hazardous
Waste Control Package
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. • AP)-The state
Senate has moved to put Kentucky in a
better position to control hazardous
waste within the state, while also moving to centralize the regulation of
utilities.
The Senate Friday approved and sent
to the House a three-bill package that
requires regulations to control the production and disposal of hazardous
waste and to set up a special fund to
help clean up abandoned dumps or
spills.
The Senate also approved allowing
those state regulations to be stiffer than
any federal regulations that are
adopted.
The legislation had been admended
the day before by a Senate committee
to meet some industry objections and to
respond to complaints by citizens of
Lewis County, where an Illinois firm
was proposing a hazardoUs waste
dump.
The amendments, which were con-
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PROFIT SHARING - Chester Wildley (left) and Lucille Corwin,.employees at the Murray Fisher-Price plant,
distribute profit sharing money to other plant employees. Over 550 employees at the local plant participated in the
profit sahring. Total distribution in Murray was $690,000. Over 4,300 employees across the country took part in the
profit sharing of $10.1 million for 1979.

Local Employees Participate In
Fisher-Price Profit Sharing Plan
On Friday, over 4,300 Fisher-Price
employees across the country; shared in
a record profit sharing of $/0.1 million
for 1979, an increase of 31 percent ($2.4
million) over 1978.
Over 550 employees at the Murray
plant participated in the profit sharing.
Total distribution' locally was approximately $690,000. ..
The combined Decetnber-March profit sharing allocation amounts to 20 per-

cent of each employee's eligible wages,
the maximum that the plan allows. It.
marked the fourth time in the company's 50-year history that the maximum amount was reached.
A Fisher-Price tradition since 1936,
the first year the company made a profit, the plan allows employees to invest
the profit sharing money into a deferred fund or receive it in cash. The plan
also sets aside a portion of the profit
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sharing for a pension fund.
The two-part distribution is the
largest in the history of the company
and stems in part from an exceptionally
strong sales year for Fisher-Price in
1979. The first installment was paid in
December.
The company's sales on a worldwide
basis grew Eroin $267 million in 1978 to
almost $339 million in 1979, an increase
of 27 percent.

Carter Counting On Bipartisan
Support On Inflation Proposals
By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) - President
Carter is counting on bipartisan support for his latest salvo against raging
inflation, but many in Congress are
skeptical that he will get it-especially
in an election year.
The ink was barely dry Friday on
Carter's proposals to balance the 1981
federal budget, limit consumer and -business borrowing and raise the tax on .
gasoline by 10 cents a gallon when
critics opened fire.

Circuit Court Jury
Finds Joe Pat Hughes
Not Guilty Friday
A Calloway County Circuit Court jury
found Joe Pat Hughes not guilty Friday
afternoon on two counts of knowingly
receiving stolen property.
The trial was the second this week in
Judge James M. Lassiter's court.

"Too little, too late," charged Sen.
Edward M.Kennedy,D-Mass., Carter's
chief rival for the Democratic presidential nomination.
"Utterly and totally inadequate,"
said the Republican National Committee.
"Good politics but bad economics,"
cautioned Sen. William V. Roth Jr., RDel.
Still, Carter's call for a "cooperative
effort" to wring inflation from the
economy attracted immediate support
from some key officials.
Sea,Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine,
chairman of the Senate Budget Committee, said he would guarantee
, passage of a balanced budget. Rep.
John Dingell, D-Mich., chairman of a
key -House energy subcommittee, said
he would back the gas tax, although it
"is going to be very unpopular."
Even Carter admitted that the task
would not be easy.
"There are no quick answers to inflation," he told the nation in a televised
news conference. "There are no

painless answers to inflation."
Carter said the new anti-inflation proposals, worked out in almost two weeks
of talks with congressional leaders,
"make it certain, in my mind that we
will have a substantial reduction in the
inflation rate during this year-the latter part of this year - and I believe it
will be under double-digit inflation next
year."
Carter also had hoped to keep prices
in line in the first three years of his
presidency. But inflation roared from 9
percent in 1978 to more than 13 percent
last year. Consumer prices in January
rose at a pocketbookwrenching 18 percent annual rate, and Carter admitted
that the torrid pace is likely to continue
several more months.
Only a little more than a month ago.
Carter issued a "prudent and responsible" budget for 1981 calling for $616
billion in federal spending and a $15.8
billion deficit. White House documents
show that more realistic projections
were $625 billion spending and a $25
billion deficit.
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sunny and warmer
Sunny and warmer today with
highs in the upper 50s. Increasing
cloudiness tonight with lows in
the low 40s. Thunderstorms likely
Sunday with highs in the low to
mid 60s.
Winds south to southeast at 5 to
15 m.p.h. today and tonight. The
probability of precipitation is 70
percent Sunday.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky • Lake

354.3
354.6

curred in by the Senate, would give
local governments veto power over the
location of a hazardous waste dump in
their area and would reduce the size of
the cleanup fund, which will be assessed against producers of hazardous
waste.
The Senate Friday passed a bill to
establish a three-member full time
state Public Service Commission,
abolishing two utility regulatory commissions created just two years ago.

The measure would abolish the parttime Utility Regulatory Commission
and full-time Energy Regulatory Commission that were created by the 1978
General Assembly at the request of
former Gov. Julian Carroll.
Those two commissions, which have
been in operation less than a year,
replaced the old part-time Public Service Commission. The new Public Service Commission would go into effect on
Jan. 1, 198L

Pianist To Play At
Final MCMA Concert
In its last concert of the season, the
Murray Civic Music Association will
present Canadian pianist Janina
Fialkowska at3 p.m.Sunday, March 23,
in Lovett Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State University. Admission is
by membership card and is free to MSU
students with identification card.
" Fiallcowska is a frequent guest soloist
with orchestras in North America and
Europe, including the Philadelphia
Orchestra, Los Angeles Philharmonic,
the National Symphony in Washington,
and the Concertgebouw Orchestra of
Amsterdam.
She has won numerous awards, including the Radio Canada National
Talent Festival and the First International Arthur, Rubinstein Master
Competition in 1974. One critic, on a
scale of ten, ranked her performance a
fifteen.
Montreal, Canada,
Born in
Fiallcowska earnecl her undergraduate
and graduate degreelat the University
of Montreal. She later continued her
ouches in France studying with the.
renowned pianist Yvonne Lefebure,
and at the Julliard School of Music in
New York.
She has recorded two albums for
RCA Records. The first contained
works by
Liszt, and the secona
featured an all-Chopin program. Her
first disc was received so well that the
British journal Music and Musicians
said "Her performance of the Liszt
Sonata. . . is surely one of the. most
masterful, lucid and musical readings

Janina Fialkowska
on record. Even the most seasoned and
celebrated pianist would be proud to
offer a performance of such sustained
mastery and musical insight.
"
,
.
In Murray she -will perform
Beethoven's Sonata No. 15 in B Major
"Pastoral," six small pieces by Arnold
Schoenberg, Robert Schumann's
"Carnival in Vienna," "Three Pieces
for Miroirs," by Ravel, and Chopin's
"Andante Spianato and Grande
Polonaise Brilliant."
The Murray Civic Music Association
is funded by individual and business
memberships and contributions and
assistance from Murray State
University and the Kentucky Arts
Council.

From 1956 Murray Grad

Museum Receives Contribution
Dr. William G. Hoover, a 1956
graduate of Murray State University,
has contributed $1,000 to the university
for its Wrather Hall museum project.
Hoover, a Paris, Tenn., dentist, said
the gift was being made in the name of
his children - William G., Jr.,
Margaret and Bradley -and in honor
of his father, W. R. Hoover, retired
Graves County agricultural extension
agent.
A native of Calvert City, the elder
Hoover attended Murray State for two
years before receiving a bachelor of
science degree in agriculture at the
University of Kentucky in 1931.

He taught school at Sharpe and
Calvert City before becoming principal,
basketball coach and agriculture
teacher at Aurora High School, all in
Marshall County.
For two years, he was soil conservation adviser with the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC) at Hartford
and Murray before becoming the
Graves County agricultural extension
agent at Mayfield in April, 1935. He retired in 1969 after 34 years in that
position.
Restoration work was begun Nov. 24,
1979, on the $1,021,235 Wrather Hall

project. The 57-year-old building, the
first constructed on the Murray State
campus, will house a Jackson Purchase
museum highlighting the social,
cultural and economic development of
West Kentucky and the region.
It will be known as "The Wrather
Museum" in honor of M. 9. Wrather, a
1926 alumnus who served the institution
as director of public relations,
secretary of the Alumni Association,
executive vice president and on three
occasions, as interim president.
The project is expected to be completed in September of this year.

Gasohol Crusade Brought To
Louisville; Hearings Are Held
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API -Some 500
C° asohoris a Mixture of alcohol and
farmers, distillers, bankers and
unleaded gasoline. Farmers and their
businessmen from Kentucky and Insee it as a way to move
supporters
to
crusade
gasohol
their
diana brought
toward energy independence while
Louisville.
reducing a price-depressing surplus of
They spent Friday at the East Wing
corn, which can be used to make the
of the Kentucky Fair & Exposition
alcohol.
Center. participating in hearings conducted by a subcommittee of the U.S.
There is a move also to convert some
Senate Agriculture Committee.
of Kentucky's distilleries, which have
They also spent the day promoting
fallen on hard times, to alcohol producgasohol and exhanging information
tion.
with congressmen,federal officials and
James H. Yates, an official of the
each other.
of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Bureau
US.
by
conducted
was
The hearing
Firearms,
said that agency in the past
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
year has approved 395 permits for
imporanother
up
passed
he
who said
small, experimental stills in five states
tant event - "coal day" at the White
in this region and still is receiving 25 to
House - to lead what amounted to a
calls an day. Fifty-five of the permits
30
day-long work.shop on gasohol.
have been issued in Kentucky and 95 in
Drawing heavy applause Was US.
Indiana.
Sen Birch Bayb, D-Ind., who described
Bayh said mat alcphol-fuel produchimself as a "gasoriolic;" in reference
to his advoeecy of programs tospeed up -tfon, which currently amounts to more
- thaa OS enlace% gOlona yeociiatkiOalt.- e
alcohol-based feels.
ijr,'has iibour doublffitince last yeke.
ilcohlit Ts.
giron of
ve
But he and Huddleston contended that
gallon of cruge oil "re don't have to
federal agencies will have to simplify
buy from the sheiks and the shahs and
their regulations to reach President
, the ayatollahs," said Bayh, who is
Carter's goal of 500 million gallons in
chairman of th; National Alcohol Fuels

1981.
Huddleston said a major purpose of
the hearing was to bring together
federal officials and grassroots advocates of gasohol. While some officials
talked to the group at large, others set
up shop in separate rooms, answereing
questions on such subjects as how to get
federal funds for gasohol projects.
Ted Tarr, director of financial incentives in the new Office of Alcohol Fuels
in the US. Department of Energy,said
that hundreds of millions of dollars in
federal assistance, mainly in the form
of loan guarantees, are available to
gasohol producers.
The optimistic mood was broken
slightly by a few speakers. One was
Richard G. Kozlowski, an official of th
U.S. Environmenal Protection Agency,
who said that extensive use of gasohol
might create new pollution problems.
Also at the hearing were-officials
L1$. Department ofAgiitulinte, the Fartnelis Home Administration, the Small:Business Administration and the Economic
Development Commigsion, all of which
have a part in federal gasohol program.

„YVKAMER ANIL musEphi GIFT - Dr. William G. Hoover, right Paris; Tenn.,dentist presents a Si 000 check Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, director of the Murray State University Foundation, for the univeisity's Wrather Hall
museum protect. In the center is W. R. Hoover,the donor's father and retired Graves County agricultural extension
agent and in whose honor the contribution was made.
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meet at Fern Terrace, Fulton,
for a St. Patrick's Day party.
Each one should wear green.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Young Adult Class of Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
will sponsor a chili supper in the North Seventh and Olive
fellowship hal9of the dumb with Streets, Murray.
serving to start at 5:30 p.m. The
Short course on 'inti-oducprice will be by donation only. A tion to Physical Assessment"
gospel singing will follow the will begin at 5 p.m. in Mason
supper.
Hall, Murray State University.
A horse show, sponsored by
the New Providence Riding
Life and Learning Course on
Club, will start at 4:30 p.m. at U. S. and World Affairs will
the West Kentucky livestock begin at 7 p.m. in Room 103,
and Exposition Center. Admis- Faculty Hall, Murray State
sion at the gate will be $1 per University.
person, with children under six
Parents Anonymous will
free. For information call 482meet at 7:15 p.m. For infor°572,492-8791, or 492-8607.
mation call 759-1792.
Chapter M of the P. E 0.
Sisterhood will have a luncheon
Door to door sale of Parker
at 12 noon at the home of Mrs.' popcorn by the Murray Band
John Quertermous with Mrs Boosters will be from 5 to 9
Morgan Sisk as assisting p.m. Cannisters are $5 each.
hostess.
Reservations for the Third
The Murray Shrine Club will
Anniversary Dinner Theatre
meet at 6:30 p.m. for a dinner
by the Murray-Calloway
meeting at Big Joe's
County Community Theatre
Restaurant
on Mach 20, 21, and 22 at the
Jaycee
Center may be picked
First Regional Boys High
School Basketball Tournament up in advance at the Calloway
will start at 7 p.m. at the Murray Public Library frotn 10 a.m. to
2 p.m.
State University Sports Arena.

awl Ricky 114414,11
- Mr. and Mrs. .1-, B. Wilson of A24 Fox Meadows, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Miss Lori Edwards, to Ricky Melton, son of
Mrs. Noel Melton and the laja Mr. Melton of 507 South
Seventh Street, Murray.
The bride-elect is a junior at Calloway County High School.
Mr. Melton, a graduate of Murray High School, is a junior
at Murray State University majoring in accounting and prelaw.
nit wedding will be solerrinized on Friday, June 13, at 7
p.m. at the Emmanuel Baptist Church, Murray. A reception
will follow at the Community Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
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Late S ow
Fri. & Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment
18 or over only

S4,fina I)epartnient
To Hold Regularly
Scheduled Meeting

ARRIVEDERCI
the Diplomat Inn
on H.C. Mathis Drive in Paducah will be
closing on April 1, 1980.
Betty Puckett announced today that she
is planning to take some time for rest and
future plans. "We appreciate the loyalty
and friendships of the past and we cherish
the business relationships we havt had
with you through the years,- she said.
in

Betty Puckett

, Casa Mia
Paducah, Ky.
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HEALTH
M•111..

Tuesday,March 18
Martin's Chapel e United
Methodist Church Women ac,g
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.

Two different problems

-7,r

Lawrence k. Lamo,M.D.

Murray TOPS take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

DEAR DR LAMB - When the scrotum. The cord from abdomen. He was concerned
my son was 4 years old, he the testicle passes through about this That's perfectly
was operated on for a testicle this hole and the
remains normal. That's just part of the
normal canal that remains
up in his groin. They brought there throughout life.
it down and tied it in its sac.
Particularly in the early from the original descent of
Now at 10 he has no problem
years the muscles around the the testicle.
with that side
testicle that lift it up and
DURING THE COLD seaThe other day he injured down can be strong and they
himself with a handle of a can literally pull the testicle son it is important to know
bike on the other side of his back into its original canal or what a fever is. Readers who
groin. The testicle went up even up into the abdomen. As want The Health Letter numinside and stayed there until long as the testicle goes up ber 7-6, Body Temperature
we took him to the doetor - and down as you describe in And Fever, can send 75 cents
about two weeks. The doctor this instance it will eventually with a long, stamped, selfbrought it down by hand and stay down and it will not be addressed. envelope for it.
told us he would not operate damaged in a way to cause Address your request to Dr.
Lamb, in care of this newspaon it, that it would stay down infertility in the male.
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
eventually.
In contrast, the undescend- Station, New York, NY 10019.
When we got home it was ed testicle that stays in the
back up again and gees up and abdomen past five years and
down all the time My boy certainly past puberty may
pushes it down as it doesn't go develop a normal endocrine
CURLY TOP
down by itself. Because of the function but it will not form
To dry and style permed or
difference in advice about normal sperm cells. If both of curly hair naturally, towel dry
these two testicles and the a man's testicles are undesimportance of this subject. I cended, he will usually be after shampooing to remove
excess moisture, then shake
need your advice.
infertile.
DEAR READER - It's
So you have been given your head from side to side.
often hard for patients to good advice in both instances Comb through and place vrls
understand that there is dif- and proper treatment.
where you want them. Comb
ferent advice for different
I might add that many men through again and shake your
problems. You're actually do not realize that the testi•
describing two different con- cles remain somewhat head when hair is fully dried.
Between
shampoos,
fresher
son.
in
your
ditions
mobile. I received a letter this
In the first instance, he had week from a middle-aged your style by spraying curls
What we call an undescended man who noticed that his tes- ..with a light mist of water,
testicle. If these do not ticle lodged under the skin crush cruls with your hand
descend Well before puberty, while he was doing exercises and let dry.
Or stand in a
and many doctors say well on his back and thereafter disbefore five years of age, then covered it could be pushed up bathroom steamed up from a
surgery is needed to pull the underneath the skin of the hot bath.
testicle down. In some
instances, the tes
-ticle will
come down with hormone
shots.
The other condition is
called a mobile testicle. To
understand the problem you
should know that the testicle
4
forms in the abdomen and
passes through a canal in the
lower abdominal wall and into

First Regional High School
Boys Basketball Tournament
will be held at 7 p.m. at the
Murray State College Sports
Arena.
Future Farmers of America
chapters from 18schools in the
Purchase counties will be at
Murray State University for
the annual Federation Day
competitions.
Senior Adult Luncheon of
the First Baptist Church will
be held at 12 noon at the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Harvest Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in the church parlor.
Skating party for the whole
parish of St. Leo's Catholic
church will be held from 6 to 8
p.m.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
the First United Methodist
Church will be held at 7 a.m.
at the Sirloin Stockade.
Meals for the Nutrition Prepgram for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Dituglas Center.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.

Captain D's
ALL YOU CANEAT

FISH DINNER

St. Patrick's Day party to
Stitchery will be shown at 2
honor
persons having birp.m. at The Homeplace-1850 in
thdays this month will be held
the Land Between the Lakes.
by the Hazel Senior Citizens at
To Cut or Not to Cut? will be the Hazel Community Center
the program at 1:30 p.m. at which will be open from 10
Center Station, Land Between a.m. to 2 p.m. Lunfh will be
served at 11:45 a.m.
the Lakes.

The Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
held its'. regularly scheduled
meeting on Monday, March
10, at the club house with Sue
Murray State University
Spann, chairman, presiding.
Library will be dosed.
During the transaction of
business, Mrs. Donald Keller
Sunday, March 16
gave an updated report on the
Waterfield Library at Murstatus of the Jaws of Life ray State University will be
project. Although the Sigmas
open from 2 to 11 p.m. and
have pledged $1,000 toward
Legal Resources Section,
the purchase of a new Jaws of
MSU, will be open from 2 to 10
Life for the community, Mrs. -P.m. Special Collections and
Keller urged all Sigmas to
Media Resources will be closencourage other organizations
ed today.
within the community and
county to contribute to the
Kiritety United Methodist
purchase of this vital piece of
Church Men's Club will have a
equipment which will cost
breakfast at 7 a.m. at the
over $6,000.
Kirksey Church Fellowship
The Kentucky Charity Hall with M. C. Garrott as
Horse Show, which is the speaker.
Sigmas' primary moneymaking' project, was the
The Covenant Players, Insubject of the program for the ternational Repertory Theatre
evening. Various committee
Group;Los Angeles, will prereports concerning the charity
sent "A Lenten Evening" at
event to be held on April 18-19 6:30 p.m. in the sanctuary of
at the West Kentucky
the First Christian Church.
and
Show
Livestock
Tickets available from Mike
Exposition Center were given
Holton or the church office.
by the general chairman of the
Virgin Chapter No. 55 Order
Horse Show, Mrs. Gene
of the Eastern Star will have a
Landolt.
After working as a group on tea from 4 to 6 p.m. at the
a designated project for the Masonic Hall, Walnut Street.
Horse Show, refreshments Admission will be by one's
were served by the hostesses, shoe size.
Mrs'. Allen Russell and Mrs. A.
St. Patrick's Day Party for
W. Simmons, Jr.
the children will be held by the
Greater Paducah Chapter of
Parents Without Partners at
HORSE SHOW
McDonald's, Mayfield, at 2:30
On Saturday, March 15, a
p.m.
horse show sponsored by the
New Providence Riding Club
First United Methodist
will be held in the Exposition Church Fellowship will have a
Center at Murray State skating party at 4:30p.m.
University. The show begins
at 4 p.m. and admission is $ 1
Monday, March 17
per person.
Penny. Homemakers Club
will meet at 1 p.m. at the home
of Maudena Butterworth.

Casa Mia, located

ment will be played it 7 p.m.
at the Murray State University Sports Arena.

Square and round dancing is
Classes at Murray State
scheduled at 7:30 p.m. at the University will resume at 7:30
Woodmen of the World Hall, a.m. today after the spring
Murray.
break.
Gospel —HIM featuring
Calloway County AssociaThe Liberty Boys will be at
7:30 p.m. at the Locust Grove tion for Retarded Citizens is
Church of the Nazarene, scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
located north of Kirksey just at the Special Education
Building, Murray State
off Highway 299.
University.
Open house will be held from
Betty Sledd Group of First
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the new
building of the Calloway County Baptist Church Women will
Farm Bureau, 310 South Fourth meet with Judy Henry at 9
a.m.
Street.

lfiss Lori Edwards

7:20 9:05 -4-2:00Sun

Monday,March 17

di Greater Paducah Chapter of
First Region Boys High
"Parents Without Partners will School Basketball Tourna-

Miss Lori Edwards To
Wed Mr. Rickv Melton

Bargain Matinee
Sunday 2:00 p.m.
All Seats 1.50
— Ends Thur. —

P At.
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PIRO

You getfrench fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat

Singles Unlimited will not
meet tonight. The next
meeting will be March 31.

Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Church will meet at
7 p.m.

"SPRING POTPOURRI" - Sharon fandrich left, and
Renee Wynn, right, Will be among the persons to be
modeling fashions at the "Spring Potpourri" to be presented by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club on Tuesday, March 18, from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. at
the club house. A luncheon will be served and the public
is invited. The models here are showing fashions from
The Cherry's. Other stores to cooperate in the 28th annual style show by the Music Department will include
The Mademoiselle Shop, Bright's, Littleton's, The Place,
Sugar & Spice, The Showcase, and The Shoe Tree.,Tickets
may be obtained from The Panhandler, Peoples Bank,
and Bank of Murray.

$2
84
o .)

Sunday

& Monday
Murray, Kentucky

MURRAY,KY., CALLOWAY COUNTY FRATERNAL ORDER Of POLICE PRESENTS
THE FINEST SHOW OF FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT IN THE WORLD
COUNTRY•WESTERNeGOSPEL•BLUEGRASS AND COMEDY!

W.Ky. Exposition Center
College Farm Road
Murra , Kentuck

Ii

Sheriff Max Morris, Police Chief, Paul Jerry
Li., Ricky Latimer, FOP president and atomher arse all hominess, professional and individers! citizens to support this community
effort' Purchase the admissions tickets in advance and attend, as proceeds benefit FOP
charitable ceasnsenity activities.

1111111111111AY, KINTVCKY

Me. 23

THURS.ai
APRIL 11
8:00 P.M.

Murray Band Boosters will
sell canisters of popcorn from
door to door from 5 to 9 p.m.

Style Show, "Spring PotHumane Society of pourri," and luncheon by the
Calloway County will meet at Music Department of the Mur7 p.m. at the Calloway Public ray Woman's Club will be held
Library. A film will be shown. from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. at the
club house.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
Murray Assembly No, 19
meet at 6:30 p.m.fora potluck Order of the Rainbow for Girls
supper at the lodge hall. Work will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
in the Master Mason degree hall.
will beat 7:30 p.m.
Murray Senior Citizens will
Ladies Winter Tennis meet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
League will meet at 9:15 a.m. the Ellis Center with blood
at the Murray High School pressure check at 10 a.m,
Tennis Courts to go to Kerdake lunch at noon, and jug band
Tennis Center to play at 10 practice and table gamei at
a.m.
12:30p.m.
- Theta ..peeartment of the
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Murray'man's Club will meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
have an open4neeting itt 7,80sslhe Hazel Center ivith
p.m. at the club house with macrame class with Glen
Rill Boyd to present the pro- Helm as instructor at 10 a.m.
gram on "cooking,"
and lunch at 11:45a.m.

only

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL
COMES TO MURRAY

Free Blood Pressure Checks
will be done by the Community Service Department of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church
front12 noon to 2 p.m.
Murray Christian Women's
Club will have a luncheon at 12
noon at the Holiday Inn. A
nurtery for preschool age
children will be at Memorial
Baptist Church. For reservations and cancellations for
both luncheon and nursery
call 759-4635 or 489-2706.

SUPER STARS OF TV-RADIO, RECORD AND STAR FAME — IN PERSON!
STARRINO
PERSON

The Performer Super Star
Super Legend

cir IN

"Mater Goopwl Music"

MARTY
ROBBINS
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Golden Circle Class of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Norma.
Perrin at 7 pin.

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. in the church
building.

•

f
fill

Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Community Center.

Tuesday,March 18
Special Murray Middle
Partat-Teacher
School
Organization meeting will be
held at 7 p.m. in the school
auditorium.
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Ron Wright
Attains Master
Sales Counselor
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Filing Income Tax Tedious Work
(Editor's mote: This is the
fourth In a series of five articles concerning Income tax
returns to appear on the
business page.
Filing our income tax — the
long form way — always
seems so. tedious, doesn't it?
Even with a professional tax
advisor to help us, there are
all those records to keep, bills
and receipts, and cancelled
checks to sort out. The short
form, with only a few lines to
fill out, is a tempting alter-

native, especially as we get
closer to April 15.
The IRS has made the short
form (1040A) an even greater
temptation for us this year ny
increasing the zero bracket
amount. This year if you're
single you can claim a $2,300
deduction; $3,400 if you are
married and flilidg with your
spouse. Exemptions, too, have
increased this year, from $750
to $1,000.
According to the Kentucky
Society of Certified Public

Window

From the smallest unit to
the largest commercial
unit
You can depend
on CCP for
top quality
and dependability.

Quality
Service Company
402 Sunbury Circle

753-9294

We at the

Accountants, the short tax ceptionally high sales taxes.
— Udreimbursed business
form is very handy for those
who have had too much tax expenses incurred. The costs
withheld from their pay and of performing your job other
must file a return to get a than commutation expenses
refund. It can also be used by may be deductible: uniforms,
those with incomes under special work clothes, union
to
$10,000 who owe no taxes but dues, subscriptions
have an earned income credit technical publications, tools
coming to them. The IRS will and equipment, business
let you file the short form if entertainment, an educational
your income is solely from course to help you keep up
salaries, wages and tips, with with your present job.
— Expenditures
for
no more than $400 in dividends
or. interest. If your adjusted managing investments.
gross income is over $20,000 Subscriptions to investment
($40,000 on a joint return), publications and services,
then you cannot use the short costs of traveling to and from
brokers' offices, tax advice
form.
Most American taxpayers and assistance, safety deposit
don't bother to itemize ther 'box if used to store investment
deductions and some alternate documents — all are deducbetween the short and long tibk:
— Capital losses on sale of
forms, bunching deductible
expenses, such as extensive assets. This applies only to
dental work, in the years they assets purchased for initemize. However handy -the vestment — not to such things
short form appears, the as home, car, or boat.
— Large medical bills. Only
question of which form to use
is something you should ,amounts in excess of three
reevaluate each year — long percent of adjusted gross
before April 15. Any change in income are deductible, but one
your lifestyle, including one or. serious dental project could do
more of the following, could it. Don't forget health inwarrant a reappraisal of the surance,drug,and prosthetic
devices such as eyeglasses,
method of filing.
— Purchase of a home. dentures, braces.
Interest and real estate taxes — Divorce. Alimony is
would almost certainly make deductible for the payer,
taxable income to the
itemizing worthwhile.
— Other large interest recipient. (Child support is
payments. Don't overlook neither although it will help
interest from time-payment decide which parent can claim
plans, loans, charge accounts the dependent exemption.)
and credit cards as well as the
interest on back taxes paid for
prior years.
We've
— Unusual Mate and local
tax payments: Again, include
Got
gillyments made in 1979 which
the Shield
apply to earlier years as well
as generally higher current
For your
taxes,
and
perhaps
Life4loolth•Home
prepayments of 1980 taxes you
Car•Form.Businoss
may have made. Large
LOOK TO THE SHIELD
purchases during the year
could have meant exRookie Ross
and
nanny Ross

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

I

Ford Division of the Ford
Motor Company has announced that Ron Wright
recently attained the special
status of Master Sales
Counselor in the prestigious
Ford Society of Professional
Sales Counselors for 1979.
This honor is awarded to
participating salespersons
who display extraordinary
sales achievement during the
calendav. year. Ron is
presently employed with
Parker Ford, Inc. and has
professional
been
a
salesperson there since 1976.
The Society of Professional
Sales Counselors is a
professional organization
created by the Ford Motor
Company to honor top
automotive salespersons.
Mr. Wright and his wile,
Linda, live with -1 son and 1
daughter at Rt. 7 Murray.

Ron Wright
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet,Inc.

"

TROPHY PRESENTATION — Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., was presented atrophy for
being the Memphi zone's "Big Mover of the Year." The'company outsold every Memphis zone dealer in medium-duty trucks with sales of 151 two-ton trucks in 1979. This
is the second year in a row for Dwain Taylor Chevrolet to win this award. The Memphis zone consists of 195 dealers in Kentucky, Arkansas, Tennessee, Mississippi and
Missouri. Pictured are (from left) Ed Howard, area service manager; Dwain Taylor,
dealer; Jim Brannon, district sales manager; and Jan Dalton, medium-duty truck sales
manager.

Could Consumer Loans Stop?
"There could come a day
when we will not make consumer loans," said John R.
Crockett,
senior
vice
president of First National
Bank in Louisville, the state's
largest bank.
"Banks can't be expected to
make loans and lose money,"
he added.
The squeeze on bank profits
in consumer credit is the
result of two factors: sharply
escalating interest rates on
funds that banks acquire to
mdk, loans and state ustu'y
laws that limit the interest
banks can charge on installment loans.
As a result, many Kentucky
banks are taking harder looks
at applications for installment
loans."We are only taking the
very best credit," said
Stephen W. Johnson, vice
president in the installment
loan department of First
Security National Bank and
Trust in Lexington."We can't
afford to lose any loans to
charge-off accounts."
Demand for consumer
credit is still strong at Citizens
National Bank of Bowling
Green, but Wendell Strode, a
senior vice president, said,
"We are more stringent in our
credit requirements. Fewer
and fewer people are
qualifying for loans."
Strode said in general
overconsumers
have
burdened themselves with
debt, and added that banks
could be partly to blame.
"Maybe we haven't counseled
with them as we should," he
said.
In some areas of_Kentucky,
consumers seem to be holding

Companies Look
For Oil Slowdown
Over Two Decades

By WILLIAM GLASGALL
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Exxon
Corp. and Standard Oil Company of California, two of the
nation's largest oil companies,
are looking for a lengthy
slowdown in world petroleum
use over the next two decades.
The slowdown will be caused by three major factors, the
companies say: increased
conservation, lower economic
growth rates and rising
reliance on coal, synthetic
fuels and other alternate
energy supplies.
210E.
"A significant shift toward
Main
the utilization of energy
P1.
753-040
sources other than oil has been
taking place," Exxon said in
its latest '"World Energy
Outlook."
"In the 1965 to 1978 period,
production of oil and gas was
growing 7 to 8 percent a year,"
and oil now supplies just over
Subscribers who have not receid-,_• half
the world's energy needs,
ed their home-delivered copy of it
said.
The Murray Ledger & Times by
But in the 1990s, the growth
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by rate for
these fuels is pro330 p.m_ Saturdays are urged to
jected to be less than 1 percent
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
per year, and. by 2000, oil's
and 6 p.m., Monday through Frishare
of the world energy supday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
ply is expected to drop to 37
Saturdays.
A circulation department percent,Exxon said.
The nation's largest oil comemployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of pany said it expects coal to
supply 24 percent of world
yOur newspaper. Calls must be
energy needs by 1990, complaced by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
pared with 3 percent today.
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
Synthetic fuels derived from
delivery.
tar sands and shale and
The regular business office hours coal,
evenfarm prodial supplies a
of The Meoeftedget & rimes are negligible amount of energy
tam.to 5 p.m., Monday through
__today, but will supply 4 perfriday. aad a.m. teem, Satur—
cent of energy needs by 2000,
days.
Exxon said.

back, even without imposition
of tighter credit requirements.
Paul Vasterling, senior vice
president of Owensboro
National Bank, said the bank
hasn't_ greatly changed its
policy on consumer icons, but
"the picture is off in consumer
loans, principally because of
the automobile business."
However, the bank has experienced an increase in home
improvement loans because
more people are repairing
their homes rather than
purchasing new ones.

The profit curve on consumer loans is becoming
narrower, said Donald Peace,
an assistant vice president at
First Hardin National Bank dr
Trust in Elizabethtown. He
pointed out that the costs of
funds and the income on those
funds are approaching the
same level.
A measure that seems
assured of passage in the
General Assembly could ease
the profit crunch somewhat on
consumer lending for banks.
The measure would increase

the base interest rate banks
could charge on installment
loans from 6 percent per $100
to 8 percent, and would aid
banks on short-term loans.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market was down. Leading
gainer: Humana (NYSE), to
35 from 33/
3
4. Biggest declines:
First National (OTC), to 261
/
2
from 28; Jerrie° (OTC), to
181
/
2 from 201
/
2; Reliance
Universal(OTC),to 171
/
2 from
20%.

Who can guide YOU
through the
tax maze?
When it comes to taxes, are you positive you're not
paying too much? Maybe you're not paying enough!
In the confusing game of taxes, it pays to work with
a CPA, a Certified Public AccoUntont. A CPA ploys a
vital role in helping you plan your poth throbgh
todays complicated tax maze.
Do you know enough about Federal', state and locol
tax laws, to make sound financial business and
personal decisions? How do decisions involving
estate planning, depreciation of assets, pension and
profit sharing plans, and other areas affect taxes?
Why get lost in an unfamiliar area Tax planning requires a professional — Your CPA.
Certified Public Accountants perform the full -range
of accounting''Cervices

CPA*

Moro than a title, It's a profession

Michael H. Keller
201 S. 6th Street

753-8918

Certified Public Accountant

HAVE A SPECIAL BUILDING NEED?
RIP PUGH DID...AND HAD
BONANZA BUILD HIS NEW
ENVIRONMENTALLY CONTROLLED WAREHOUSE
BONANZA
BUILDINGS

11111

Ois r'looms
CO

ill

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

RIP'S WAREHOUSE IS 4824 SO. FT. OF STORAGE, OFFICE AND
VEHICLE GARAGE AREA. ALL CAREFULLY PLANNED TO MEET
HIS SPECIAL BUILDING NEEDS.

IF YOU'RE EXPANDING OR RELOCATING 'YOUR
BUSINESS, OR STARTING A NEW ONE,
CALL BONANZA BUILDINGS.
.•

J.C. CATES CONST.
BONANZA
BUILDINGS

Rt. 1 West Paducah, Ky. 42086
Phone(502)443-8562
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Echoes From The Past 13)Aid)Maupin

When Miss Shaw began her teaching
career, in 1923, it was not necessary to
be a college graduate in order to teach.
In fact, she, like many others, had not
even finished high school when she
began teaching children. All that was
necessary in order to receive a teaching
certificate was to pass the state
examination which tested proficiency
in'the basics of reading, spelling, and
mathematics. It was not until 1956,
after having taught school for 35 years,
that she finally received her college
degree from Murray State Teacher's
College.
There was a significant number of
handicapped children in the schools
that Miss Hazel taught, especially since
West Kentucky is a highly isolated
rural area, noted for a high rate of
family intermarriage. At that time,
however, the concept of retardation
was not stressed as it is today and many
children were considered slow learners
rather than retarded.
Miss Shaw recalled a few examples of
handicapped children she had taught.
One was a boy who was extremely slow
mentally and had been born with
physical anomalies. This boy was
educable, and due to a large amount of
extra work on the part of the teacher
graduated from high school and chose
to work at a local mental hospital as an
,orderly. He later paid a visit to his
former teacher and credited her
patience and willingness to work wi
him for his degree of success.
During a large part of her tea
career Miss Hazel taught fifth grid
She often had students in her c
who hatlhgen_Afassed on"through
four grades by teachers who did
hot know what else to do with therm
Miss Hazel Vividly recalled one girl who
had reached the fifth grade still totally
, unable to read. Instead of following her
predecessors' pattern, Miss Hazel
brought in a pre-primer and proceeded
to start the child at the beginning
reading level. As the child progressed
through a book,she was allowed to take
it home, a prized event. But until that
time, to prevent her parents from
reading it to her and in this manner
impeding her progress.

cyst

By Kea Wolf
All who teach others and all Into
value precision - perhaps especially
scientists - can appreciate this
statement on learning written by the
French thinker Yves Simon in 1952:
Since human knowledge normally
approaches perfection by movng
from vagueness to precision, there
Is Nothing shameful about being
vague, although it is a shame to do
lathing about it.

cfr IMAM

When asked how she was introduced
to teaching, Miss Hazel replied, "the
"school superintendent would take me
into the classroom and say, -There are
the books and there are the children.
The rest is up to you'." She was expected to cope with all the children.
those with behavior problems,
emotional problems, the bright ones
who needed to move era:more rapid
rate, and theNew---ones who needed
extra..halp-:
, ..
It was sometimes difficult to find the
time to give this extra help; a typical
school day meant rising at 5:00 to ride
the school bus along with the children,
arriving at school and building a fire in
the stove, teaching all day with only a
short recess morning and afternoon and
lunch in the classroom, and then riding
home on the bus, arriving there after
5:00 in the evening. It is difficult to
imagine the isolation of a rural school,
without telephones or other means of
outside contact, and.the sense of total
responsibility involved. •
One of her favorite strategies for
helping the slow learner was to let an
older student, one who finished his or
quickly, work with the hanher
dicapped Student - Peer tutoring. Some
of these students who helped the slower
children went on to pursue teaching
careers themselves.
Looking back over her years as a
rural teacher, Miss Hazel feels today's
mainstreaming techniques provide the
best of older techniques with the advantages of special teacher training.
Children are accepted as they are by
their peers, as being a little different,
but not isolated by "special" education.
As in earlier times,the children all play
together after 'school, and the faster
ones help the slower ones, forging
bo,nds of understanding and acceptance. In spite of the hardships,
Miss Hazel still feels, -so many things
were good about those days. I wish I
knew then, what I know nc ..."

A1FPM'

Contemporary Religious Thought

Communicating

Harry A. Dewire defines "communication as the encounter of person
with person." Someone else said
communication is the transmitting of a
signal from one person to another who
understands this signal and makes an
appropriate response.
One of the greatest problems of our
times is the breakdown in communication. We are unable to communicate with one another in a common language. '
What happens when there is a breakdown in communication?
First it will bring a schism between
husband and wife, parents and
children, adults and youth, teachers
and students, pastor and congregation,
government and the people.
• Secondly it. will disturb and damage a
relationship often beyond repair.
Thirdly, the break will stifle
initiative. People no longer feel the
„drive to do the job.
• Fourth, it will cause a lobs of concern
--ior
mid ei.r,
_.lackincbteolise.91 Likg
Fifth people perish for the lack of
understanding.
Perhaps the following suggestions
will be helpful to us.
May be we need to learn the art of
listening.

LP
Pa lawn.

3 Ale our?

years.
Intelligence testing was not begun in
the rural West Kentucky schools until
some time in the 1960's. It was at this
time that children under a certain IQ
level, about 100: were segregated into
special classes. Special education
classes were taught by local regular
classroom teachers who expressed an
interest in teaching special children.
These teachers were given additional
training in special education.

Another boy, both mentally retarded
and exhibiting a severe speech defect,
proved almost totally unteachable. He
was, however, "apprenticed" to his
father, a mechanic, and eventually
became an adept mechanic himself.
The concept of child find was totally
unnecessary in a community where the
teacher was well acquainted (in fact, in
many cases, related) to the rest of the
people in the district. Children, both
handicapped and nonhandicapped,
attended school whenever possible.
Obviously, the quality of education was
not what it is today, especially in the
case of handicapped students, but the
level gradually was raised over the

By Rev. C.E.Timberlake
St. John Baptist Church

Thoughts
In Season
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Rural Teaching
Fifty Years Ago
An Interviel with
Miss Hazel Shaw
Miss Hazel Shaw, age 78, was a
teacher in 13 different small, rural
schools in Trigg County, Kentucky. for
45 years. She taught all eight primary
grades, sometimes all at the same
time, in small, one-and two- room
schoolhouses. There were times when
she had over 50 children in her
classroom at one time.

PAG

Learn , to disagree without being
disagreeable.
Remember no one person knows it
all; our way may not be the only way.
Learn to deal with issues and principles and not personalities.
In some cases a compromise may be
in order.
Remember the words of Jesus,
"Therefore all things whatsoever - ye
would that men should do to you, do ye
—
• even so to them."
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Bible Thought
Blessed 'stile man that trusteth in the
Lord, and whose hope the Lord is. —
Jeremiah 17:7.
Happy is the man who has learned to
trust God, for this life and for eternity.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Thorn near Pottertown was destroyed
by fire last night.
Deaths reported include Noble Crick,
66, Herman Reynolds,67,and Mrs. Herman I Christine Reknolds,60.
Denise Grogan, Murrayiligh School,
and Cindy Steele, University High
School, representing the Murray
Woman's Club, had first place winning

, art entries in contest held-by- the First
District of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs at Ken Bar Inn on
March 14. Donna Carpenter,. Murray
High School, placed second in student
sewing.
The Rev. Jerrell White of sPsser, Ill.,
has accepted the pastorate of the
Memorial Baptist Churcti.
Miss Sherrie Carroll has been
selected as queen of the Wranglers

{tiding Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Houston announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Linda Gail, to Allan Lane Beane, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Halford Beane.
Paducah Tilghman beat Murray High
School for the championship of the First
Regional High School Boys Basketball
Tournament played here.

20 Years Ago
Marita Evans, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Evans, eighth grader at
Almo High School, became champion
speller of Calloway County at the spelling contest held March 12 at the courthouse. Second place went to Sheila
Cooper, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hewlett Cooper, eighth grader at Hazel
High School. Seventh grade winners
were Paulette Lovins, Hazel High
School, and Brenda Cunningham,
Kirksey. Sixth grade Winners were

Richard Edmonds, Kirksey High
School, and Max Russell, Murray College High School. Twenty-three contestants from Murray, Murray College,
Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove, and New Concord High Schools
competed.
The Rev. Paul Lyles will conduct the
Kirksey Charge Conference at the
Kirksey Methodist Church on March 20,
according to the pastor,. the Rev.
Johnson Easley.

Newly elected officers of the Murray
Woman's Club are Mrs. James Rudy
Allbritten, Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs.
Charles Clark, Mrs. Bill Thurman, Mrs. It_
C. C. Farmer,and Mrs. Albert Tracy.
The Murray Knights lost to Story
Construction at Sharpe in a basketball
game of the Atomic Valley: Independent
Basketball League. Due to illness only
six Murray men made the trip who
were Don Dowdy, Bill Lassiter, Gene
Landolt, Ron Schue, Bill Ricks and Zip
Landner.

30 Years Ago
The Murray, City Council' has
authorized the purchase of 45 additional
parking meters for,the downtown area
of the city.
Deaths'reported include Mrs. Nancy
Lamb.
The graduate school at Murray State
College is showing interesting
developments. according to M. 0.
Wrather, public relations head at MSC.

Speakers for the Bible Institute to be
held March 17 to 19 at Ledbetter Baptist
Church will be the Revs. Thomas Ed
Adams,OhS-Jones, A. M. Hawley, J. H.
Thurman, D. W. Billingon, John Stringer, and E. A. Somers, according to
the pastor,the Rev. Bonnell Key.
Births reported include a'girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Morrison on March 12
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Clark -on •
March 12.

40 Y;tfrsiAgo
Tobacco sales on the three Murray
Loose Leaf Floors--Association,
Growers, and Farris—continued to hold
special interest during the "first three. _
days this week. A total of 330,445 pounds
were sold for $27,092.01 for an average
of $8.19 per hundred weight.
Deaths.. reported this week include
Mrs. George A. Rowland, 61, Mrs.
Flora Hinton, Miss Mary Elizabeth
Baker, 74, W. B. ) Billy) Wilkerson, 83,
and Mrs. George Rolling.
J. E. Littleton, prominent and successful merchant of Hazel for a number
of years, has leased the Ryan building
on the north side of the court square,
formerly occupied by J. E. Sparks and
Co., and will open for business with a
complste line ,,of general merchandise
in the near future.
De/1%/er Erwin of Murray and Joe
Pas4hall of Hazel are among the
members of the boxing team at Murray
State College named as varsity boxing
lettermen. •
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wells on
March 12 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Greer on March 9.

New officers of the Calloway County
Farm Bureau are E. L.Kuykendall, S.
W. Askew, B. W. Edmonds, Clarence
-McDaniel, W. B. Patterson, Marvin
Hill, R. T. Howard,and B. H. Dixon.
Marriages announced this week include Miss Opal McClure to Porter Lee
Holland on Feb. 17.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Sr., was honored
at a surprise party in celebration of her
851h birthday on March 9 at her home.
The Reidland Greyhounds, coached
by Fred Clark, beat the Hardin Eagles,
coached by Carl Johnston, for the
championship of the First Regional
-iligh School Boys Basketball Tournament.
The Murray Lions Club met at The
Hut to make plans to attend the charter
.night. program of the Benton Lions
Club, which was sponsored by the Murray club.
A Hot point Cooking School, sponsored by the E. S. Diuguid and Son Furniture Company, dealer for Hot Point
products, will be held March 26 in the
club rooms of the Business and Professional Women's Club at the National
Hotel.

501 ears Ago
Murray State Teachers College will
ray State Teachers College. The girls'
let the contracts for the construction of
teams will be given rooms and meals at
a library and a boys' dormitory to acWells Hall, women's dormitory, and the
commodate 100 men by April 1.
boys'teams will be given their meals at
Deaths reported this week include
the dormitory and will stay in various
John T. Midyett, 45, and John L. Ensor,
Murray homes.
82.
Winners from the Fourth District
Dr. Ben B. Keys, Murray physician,
High School Basketball Tournament
has been named as a member of the
played at Benton were boys, New ConKentucky Board of Health by Kentucky
cord Redbirds who will play Tolu, and
Governor Flem D.Sampson.
girls, Hazel Lions who will play Benton,
Construction of additional building
in the First Regional Tournament here.
facilities for Murray High School was „
Officers of the Murray Woman's Club
ordered by the Murray Board of Educaare Mrs. W. H. Mason, Mrs. B. 0.
tion. The project was endorsed by the
Langston, Mrs. T. H. Stokes, Mrs.
citizens of the district last year when a
Frances McLean, Mrs. J. D. Rowlett,
bond issue to pay for the improvements
and Mrs. Herbert Wall, Jr.
was passed by a large vote. The. new
Members of the cast of the play,"Go
building will be three floors with ample
Slow Mary," to be presented March 20
classrooms and gymnasium.
at Kirksey High School are Frank
The Calloway County Board of
Peterson, Birdie Edmonds, Ida Lee
Edw.:alio/LA/0 to consolidate
, Norprortty,,Dotis Rosa, Fritiltiley,_
year the one room schools of Preasant
Will Brown Venable, Otis F. Stub'tf6V'E,•. Spring erreic arid f'laed4nThe-- --btefield,..HIMit-fileeuistonrMitete-Grifbuilding or the three consolidated
fin, Hal Smith,and Lenis Carson.
schools will be located nearl'enny.
Shroat Bros. Meat Market has hams
The First Regional High School
listed as selling for 19 cents per pound
Basketball Tournaments will be held
and chuck roast for 17 cents per pound
this week in the new auditorium of Murin their ad this week.

Mrs. S.J, Melugin celebrated her 97th
birthday on March 12. She resides with
a son, John, at 402 North Seventh
Street, Murray.
"Adam's Rib" starring Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn is showing at the Varsity Theatre.
•

WR1TF: A LETTER Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All fetters must be
sigrfect by the writer and the writer's
addres -vd rhone number must be
included for-lerificatton. The phone
number will*t-be published.
Letters should tic-typewritten and
double-spaced- whene-eeT: possible
and should be on topics Of -general
interest.
Editors reserve the right tw
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray ledger
Times, Box 32. Murray, Ky 42071. -

Washington Today

ABOUT TH LS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a • forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strOngly believe that to limit
onmionated articles to only those
the editorial
which
philosophy'of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
TherefOre, we encourage readers
who do not .agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas. presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever
_ that
topic might be.

Arallel

Today In History
Today is Saturday, March 15, the 75th
day of 1980. There are 291 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history':
In 44 B. C., Julius Caesar was
assassinated.
On this date:
In 1603, French explorer Samuel de
Champlain sailed for the new world. .
In 1820, Maine beCame America's
23rd state.
In 1956, "My Fair Lady" opened on
Broadway.
In 1971, American and Soviet envoys
started the fourth round of SAI,T talks
in Vienna.
One year ago: Pope John Paul II
issued-ftls first encyclical, saying the
arms race, uncontrolled technological
advances and materialism threatened
mankind with self-destruction.
Five years ago: Aristotle OnaSSiS
died at the age of 69.
Ten years ago: An American
freighter carrying arms to Thailand
was taken to Cambodia after 24
crewmen abandoned ship folldwing a
bomb threat.
'Today's' birthdays: Bandleader
Harry James is 64. Country' singer Eddy Arnold is 62.
Thought For Today: Nothing'IS more,
unjust or capricious than public opinion
— Williartiffazlit( 11778-1830)
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

Anderson Showing Clout
WASHINGTON ( API — Rep. John B.
Anderson had been sniping at his
Republican presidential rivals ever
since the GOP debates began.
They'd have a harmony session and
he'd accuse them of peddling old ideas
and platitudes.
Now that Anderson is a candidate.
with some clout — at least this week —
they are firing back with a vengeance.
With the lonely liberal in the
Republican field rated a top contender
in the pivotal Illinois presidential
primary election, Anderson was
everybody's target Thursday night.
Former 'United Nations Ambassador
George Bush, in danger of something
close to a wipeout if he can't do well,in
Illinois, and Rep. Philip M. Crane, who
isn't getting anywhere, came on
strongest.
Former California Gov. Ronald
Reagan played the elder statesman, but
he got his shots in too, asking incredulously at one point whether
Anderson really could be running as a
Republican.
"I'm no longer the quiet man along
the trail," Anderson said after the
debate. He said the others legitimatized
his candidacy by ganging up on him.
In the fifth Republican campaign
debate, it was three candidates against
Anderson. That wasn't the only noVetty
televised. .confroMalion .in • 1.
Chicago hotel ballroom. This time, the
Republicans actually argued.
Anderson had debAted twice before,
and stole a piece of the show when he
and three other GOP candidates were

denied seats after showing up for a
Bush-Reagan debate in Nashua, N.H.
In those days, he was treated as a
gadfly, not a threat.
That changed after the Illinois congressman came within a handful of
votes of upsetting Bush in the
Massachusetts primary and Reagan in
Vermont.
He went straight home to Illinois and
started campaigning for the primary
there next Tuesday.
Bush took after him soon after the
cameras blinked on in Chicago. accusing him of advocating cuts in Social
Security benefits. Anderson called that
the next thing to a lie.
Later on, Bush challenged Anderson
to pledge support for the Republican
ticket, whoever winds up as the
presidential nominee.
Anderson wouldn't answer directly.
He said he expected to be able to support the tieket — indeed, expected to be
the nominee.
He then accused Bush Of "narrow
partisanship," and said that was
typical of Richard Nixon's Republican
National Chairman.
Crane said he wouldn't support art
Anderson ticket. He ,aid his fellow Illinois congres,sman would be better
castas a Democrat.
lie waved a fuhdraising letter Ancies-.
seri:signed on behalf of a pro-abortion
.organization. suppocting -tout liberal
Democratic senators.
"You're in the wrong party, John,"
Crane said.
"I didn't know we had a loyalty test,"
Anderson replied.
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St. Patrick's Celebration
, To Be Broadcast On NPR

to
ty.

A St. Patrick's Day more than 20 years ago,
Rounding out the group is
celebration as sparklingly fsrponnell turned step-dancing Timmy
Britton,
whose
Irish as the River Shannon on •to fiddle and has created
a specialty is the Uilleann pipes.
a spring morning will be heard unique style combining both
Britton, considered one of the
on National Public Radio classical and traditional
finest young pipers in the
NPR) with a special live Northern Irish musical country,
studied his craft at
concert
direct
from elements. Since the early the world-famous Willy
Philadelphia's popular Cherry 1970s, he and ?dick Moloney Clancey School
of Piping in
Tree Folk Club during its fifth have been known as a team,
County Claire, Ireland.
annual St. Patrick's Day playing and touring together
Says producer Fred Lan
Party.
extensively throughout the der:
"St. Patrick was a Gen- country.
"You couldn't find a better
tleman," a live concert of
Also heard on fiddle will be group of musicians in all the
traditional Irish music, will be Liz Carroll of Chicago, who, at dubs and pubs Ireland.
of
For
broadcast on WKMS-FM, fine the age of 18, became the first the past five years
patrons of
arts radio station of Murray wqman and the first American the Cherry
Tree Folk Club
State University, at 9 p.m. on to win the All-Ireland Fiddling have been having
a rollicking
Monday, March 17.
Championship.
good time each St. Patrick's
Some of the fined Irish
Handling the vocals and Day, and this year we're
musicians that can be heard Lending a hand on fiddle, delighted
to be able to have
on either side of the Atlantic whistle, and concertina, will NPR audiences
enjoy it with
will be featured. Master of be Father Charlie Coen, born them"
ceremonies Midi Moloney is in County Galway. Father
not only blessed with a bub- Charlie, as he is known to his
bling "gift of gab," but he is parishioners in New York
also a skilled singer and City, has earned the unmaster of the mandolin and precedented distinction of
guitar. Born in Limerick and having won the All-Ireland
BURLINGTON,Ky.(AP, —
now living in Philadelphia, Championships in four dif- Michael
Kruse, charged with
Moloney is one of the most ferent competitions — whistle, murder in
connection with the
widely respected figures , in flute, concertina, and seen nos execution
-style slaying of a
Irish traditional music.
(old style) singing.
store clerk, has been
The Irish fiddle of Eugene
Since he came to the United transferred to a state prison
O'Donnell will also be, States more than two decades after he escaped
from the
featured during the program. ago, he has become well Boone County
Jail.
O'Donnell began his career as known both as a performer
Sheriff Ruseell Luck said
a prize-winning step-dancer, and as director of two Kruse, 21,
of Florence, Ky.,
who, at the age of 11, won the children's choirs from dif- was recaptured
Friday in an
first of his six All-Ireland Step- ferent ethnic groups in New apartment building
where he
Dancing
Championships. York City, which specialize in had asked to use a telephone
.
After immigrating to America Gaelic music.
Luck said Kruse escaped

Moderate Revenue Bond Bill
Approved By State House
By MARIA BRA DEN
must be paid for from the
Associated Press Writer
states General Fund.
Clarke said the biggest
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The state House of Represen- danger of issuing bonds for
tatives has approved a projects is that if it's bad deciwatereddown bill requiring sion, "you've made a 30-year
legislative approval of state mistake" for which future
revenue bonds, over the spon- generations must pay.
- House Majority Leader Bobsor's objections that the
by Richardson, D-Glasgow,
amended measure is a sham.
The House approved the said the amended bill
legislation 58-36 Friday after represents a compromise
agreeing to a compromise between those who wanted a
amendment worked out by the strong bill and Brown, whom
House Democratic leadership he said ilidn't want any conand Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. trols on his authority to issue
which substantially weakened bonds.
REHEARSAL — David Boyd (left) and Bill Phillips reilearse
Richardson said he feared
the bill.
-Surgery," a scene from Neil Simon's comedy "The Good
Rep. Joe Clarke, D- that the measure could not
Doctor." Simon's play and "The Youn Ain't Seen Nothin'
Danville, sponsor of the pass the Senate without the
Yet Revue" wil provide the entertainment at the Murrayoriginal legislation, voted amendment.
"Are we going to pass House
against the amendment, sayCalloway County Community Theatre's Third AnBill 147 with this compromise
ing it guts the bill.
niversary Dinner Theatre March 20-22. For more in"I can't support something which the governor said he
formation, call 753-751 1.
which is essentially a sham," would accept — or take the
chance of having nothing?"
he said.
The original legislation Richardson asked.
Rep. Steve Wilborn,
would have required the executive branch to tell the Shelbyville, said it was a
legislature what projects it facade to believe that the
after holding a home made ministrone soup.
planned to finance with bo'r- - amended bill gave the
knife to the throat of Deputy
Sien McGill, 20, a young rowed money, and to certify legislature additional powers.
Jailer Charles Clos.
housewife ,at the apartrisent that those projects would He said long after the goverKruse and Paul Korden- complex, recognized Kruse generate enough revenue to nor and most legislators are
brock, 24, Taylor Mill. were when he came to her door and meet debt service. The gone, "our children and
accused in the fatal shooting asked to use the telephone, legislature would then have grandchildren will be paying
in January of Stanley Allen Luck said. She handed him the been able to analyze the pro- for these bonds."
Other legislators said the
Walton during a robbery at the telephone in the hall, locked jects and determine whether
General Assembly must trust
Western Auto Store in theidoor, climbed out a win- they could be justified.
Florence.
Clarke said the amendment Brown to issue bonds wisely.
dow and called the sheriff
Luck said Kruse took part in from a neighbor's home, Luck won't require the executive
However, Rep. Ward "Buta disturbance at the jail last said.
branch to provide enough in- ch" Burnette,D-Fulton,said it
weekend. Prisoners protested
Kruse surrendered without formation on whether a pro- was a two-way street, saying,
the food by throwing bowls of incident, Luck said.
ject will be self-supporting or "I believe the governor should

Kruse Taken To State Pen

trust LIS ds iiuchas he's asking it.s to trust turn."
The House also approved
apd sent to the Senate a bill
that would provide for life imprisonment without parole for
defendants over 18 convicted
of rape of a victim under 12, or
a rape involving serious injury.
The bill provoked a heated
debate before being approved
55-35, with several legislators
saying it would make it harder
to get rape convictions.
Rep. Louis Guenthner, RLouisville, said the legislation
would establish a harsher
penalty for rape than for
murder — thereby encouraging rapists to Murder their
victims.
"I believe you are putting
every woman's life in jeopardy," agreed Rep. Gerta Bendl,
D-Louisville.

Vet Service Van
To Be In Murray
Tuesday, March 18
The Disabled American
Veterans Service Van will be
in Murray from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Tuesday, March 18, at
the Bel Air Shopping Center to
assist veterans, dependents or
survivors with claims for
benefits due through the
military service.'
All applicants are asked to
bring military records, marriage records and children's
birth certificates.
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5-hp Riding Mower

'can
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24
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4ohn Deere Riding Mowers make quick work of
mowing.chores. Choose a 5-hp model with 28-inch
cut or on 8-hp model with 30-inch cut.and recoil or
electric start. An 8-hp model with 34-inch mower
and recoil start is also available. The 5-hp rider has
3-speed transmission - 8-hp riders, a 5-speed inline
that lets you shift on the go. All
hove cushioned seat, sturdy footrests.

I der
Edore
nion

Here's John Deere dependability at on economical
price. The 65 Rider features al-hp engine,
28-inch
cutting width, and a cutting height that
adjusts
from 1 t9. 3 inches. Threkspeed transmission
lets
you match speed to the job. Rock-and
-pinion
steering provides excellent maneuverability.
Controls are color-coded for easy
identification. The
65 also has on uncluttered operator's
area and
cushioned seat for added comfort.

Ii
ent
The John Deere 108 Lawn Tractor comes equipped
with a 30-inch mower, rugged 8-hp engine and ri 5speed transmission with on-the-go shift mounted
on the right fender deck. The 108 has a triplesafety starting system - the gearshift must be in
neutral, the PTO disengaged and the key used
before the engine will start. You also get colorcoded controls and adjustable, podded seat. Front
blade, snow thrower, rear bagger available.
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•Powerful, new 26.2 cc
2-cycie engite
•Lightweight
•Trims and edges
•Solid state ignition
•Tap-N-Go" line feed
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Model 218-355-033
5 H.P. Gear Drive
with Reverse
Also Available
In Chain Drive
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•Trims and edges
•Tap-N-Go'" ine feed
•For rneciurn-to-large lawns
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Outdoor Eater: Mary Borrow
Hard Thews Shoot

'Alamo ourpoon

To lio Hold At Pork
The
Jenny
Ridge
Bowhunters Society is planning their annual Hard Times
Shoot, Saturday, March 22, at
the new City Park. The
bowhunters are set up by
NFAA rules. There will be one
open class for Free Style
Unlimited shooters. There will
be two rounds required with a
maximum of three rounds.
There will be a refreshment
stand available.
The shoot will begin" at 9
a.m. and finish at 4 p.m. In
case of rain the shoot will be
held Saturday, March 29.

Scuba Diving
Course Offered

PLAQUE PRESENTATION — Mike Bake, president of the Murray Bass Club, presents
a plaque to Mary Barrow, outdoor editor of The Murray Ledger Times, for Izq service
and dedication to the betterment of outdoor recreation. The plaque was presented at
the club's Wednesday night meeting.

Lowrance Announces New
Marine Straight-Line Graph
TULSA, OK — Making the
best even better has become a
event at
habit-forming
Lowrance Electronics, the
world's largest maker of sport
fishing sonar'equipment.
Their new Model-1510B
Straight-Line Graph is no
exception,
Succeeding the highly
popular 1510A in the company's marine line, the new
graph offers the finest 0 to 30
foot range available, along
with three others of 0 to 60
feet, 0 to 120 feet *and 0 to 360
feet for deep water.
The new 0 to 30 foot setting
marks a breakthrough in
sbnar construction, according
to ..,Darrell
Lowrance,
president of the firm.
"As a result," he said, "the
new graph operates at the
same stylus bklt speed as the
old 0 to 60 foot scale on the
1510A. This gives better stylus
belt and motor life and
enables the fisherman —
especially freshwater anglers
who spend a lot of time fishing
shallower lakes and streams
— excellent expanded detail of
bottom structure, fish,
vegetation and contours."
The unit can be switched
from one range scale to
another simply by the flick of
a switch, with constant
recording on 4-inch graph
paper. The
company's
trademarked Grayline feature
adds new dimension in sensitive readability of the graph,
showing the type of bottom
structure in detail.
Other features of the new
unit include:
— 800 watts power, for
maximum sensitivity,
minimum interference, high
speed performance and
greater detail in deep water.
— Provides shallow water
readings in less than one foot.
— Separates fish only six
inches apart or six inches

from the bottom.
— Completed graph paper
is rolled and stores inside the
case, giving a permanent
record of the lake or stream's
structure.
— operates at boat speeds
up to 65 miles an hour and
more.
— Patented electronic
motor speed control governs
sonar for greater depth accuracy.
— Gold plated contacts for
greater reliability and longer
life.
— Stainless steel 'chassis,
weather-coated circuit boards

Fishing Report, Lake And River Stages
By Mary Barrow
The water temperatures
have begun to rise,after the
last few days of warmer
weather. From most reports
there seem to have been a few
more anglers out trying their
luck this week.
Murray Bait Co. had several
reports of some nice strings of
crappie coming in from
Barkley Lake. Buddie and
Donnie Boyd brought in 120
crappie Sunday, March 9.
Mason Thomas also brought in
a nice string of crappie, this
may be an indication its time
to get out the crappie rigs and
head to the lake.
Kenlake Marina' reported
there had been several boats
out Tuesday and Wednesday,
and had brought in several
nice strings of Crappie. The
report was that the fish had
come from around 18 feet deep
and that some were of good
sire. Thy reported that the
water was clear and stable
making for some fine fishing.
Sue Williams of Cypress
Springs Resort, said there had
been a few anglers out at their
place and some had brought in
nice strings of crappie.
According ,,to Mrs. Williams
Johnny Warren had a good
day Sunday, March 9, when he
brought in about 30 crappie.
His fish came in about 12 feet
of water.

Big Mac's Discount
Sporting
Goods

comtemperature
and
pensated components give top
perfotmance in extremes of
temperature, shock and
humidity.
— Comes with extra stylus
and two 50-foot rolls of graph
paper.
— Designed for use in either
freshwater or saltwater environments.
The new 1510B is available
at leading marinas and
marine dealers throughout the
U.S. and Canada. For more
information, contact
Lowrance Electronics, Inc.,
12000 East Skelly Drive,
fulsa, OK 74128.

Water Levels
And Temperatures _
Wednesday, March 12,
Barkley Lake upper stage
355.3, lower stage 325.0. Water
temperatures: surface 44
degrees; 10 feet 45 degrees; 25
feet 46 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 355.3.
Thursday, March
13,
Barkley Lake upper stage
354.6, lower stage 325.7. Water
temperatures: surface 45
degrees; 10 feet 46 degrees; 25
feet 47 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 355.9.
Friday, March 14, Barkley
Lake upper stage 354.3, lower
stage 325.7. Water temperatures:
surface
43
degrees; 10 feet 44 degrees; 25
feet -45 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 354.6._

An organizational meeting
for a scuba diving basic
certification course to be
offered as a continuing
education course at Murray
State University is scheduled
at 7 p.m. Tuesday, March 18,
in R00% S-104 of the Applied
Science Building.
Classes will meet on
Tuesdays from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
and on Saturdays from 8 a.m.
to noon. Students will do
check-out diving on Saturday,
May '3, as the final
requirement of the course.
Besides national certification by the Professional
Associatiol
of
Diving
Instructors, the course also
provides five Continuing
Education Units (CEUs) for
each participant through the
Center
for
Continuing
Education on the campus.
A fee of $85 covers certification, CEUs, text and
workbook, and the use of,
diving tanks, air, and
breathing regulators. Each
student supplies his own fins,
mask,and snorkel.
Additional details aboutthe
course may be obtained by
calling Ross Meloan at 762E431 or 753-0387 in Murray.
Know the Model
Number of Your RV
How long has it been since
you reviewed the contents of
the o,wner's manual that came
your recreational
vehicle'
A careful run-through at the
start of the camping season
and another when the rig goes
in storage for the winter
should be minimal accordin
to a customer service
representative of the Colemr
Company.
All too frequently owners
spend time and money on calls
and letters which ask
questions ,that are clearly
answered in the owner's
manual.
If a call or letter is
necessary, the owner should
first jot down - the model
number and the month and
year of purchase. It's a good
idea to take down the serial
number also.
The owner's manual also
may have a safety check list.
Following it carefully will
prevent costly and sometimes
serious problems sure to mar
otherwise pleasant excursiOns
into the Obittoors.
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The Net Result:
Commercial Fishing In Energy
Lake Yields Huge Results
Back when the Crooked
Creek fish population study
was carried out on Barkley
Lake in September, 1978,
biologists and laymen were
amazed at the number
commercial fish present.
Carp, buffalo, drum, padcBefish, catfish; they were
there by the ton.
The biologists concluded
that the large number of these
"rough" fish was having a
negative effect on sportfishing
for bass, crappie and other
more desirable species.
Commercial
fish
and
gamefish compete for the
same food, especially during
their first year, and the
.available water acreage could
only support so many fish. The
more
commercial fish
present, the less room there is
for gamefish.
That led to the institution of
gill net fishing in Kentucky
and Barkley Lakes. The
professional fish managers
felt that something had to be
done to control commercial
fish populations, and the gill
nets was the only practical
manner in which this goal
could be accomplished
The gill net season - Nov. 1,
1979 thru March 31, 1980 - was
set so as to create the least
amount of conflict with sport
fishgrmen. Large,mesh nets at
least(13u2 in.) were to be used
so crappie and bass wouldn't
be caught. Netters had to pay
high license fees, adhere to a
strict daily reporting system
and be subject to surprise
inspections from officers of
the Fish and Wildlife
Resources department.
How has the netting gone,
and what has been the result?
"It's really been gosod," said
Sonny Parker of Dover, Tenn.
Parker and his fishing partner
Roy Melton were preparing
their day's catch for the run to
Hart's fish market near Paris
Landing, Tenn. "We've
caught a lot of fish," he said,
"and there's been a lot of
room made for gamefish."
Energy Lake Study
Parker and Melton have
fished Kentucky waters since
the new, season opened.
Probably more Tennessee'
fishermen have worked the
nets than Kentuckians since
gill netting in Tennessee had
been legal, and commercial
fishermen there maintained
their expensive gear. When
netting opened back in Kentucky, many local fishermen
took a wait and see attitude to
determine if the results would
be worth the expense of getting back in the gill net
business.
According to Fish and
Wildlife records, Parker and
Melton are the two most efficient commercial-fishermen
on the lakes. And that fact,
according to Gary Jenkins,
Land Between the Lakes
fisheries biologist, is why they
wereinvited to work their nets
In Energy Lake.
"Energy Lake is one of
LBL's
three
subimpoundments, and we're
interested in managing them
for improved sport fishing,"
Jenkins told me. He said that
Energy was known to have
commercial
fish
high
populations, but it wasn't
receiving the benefit of
commercial fish removal as
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Land Between Ilse Lakes biologists believe that ceonmercial fishing la Energy Looks will
lead to larger crappie and more boss. Consanortiol species sock no carp, hotfoot* and paddlefish Compete for available food with gonsefish, nod removing them shield make mere
room for the more desirable species. Tony Mottos, land's, a paddlefish, and partner Seany Porker hove Rotted apprealmately 10*. a Energy Lobo's comonercial fish. Biologist
Crary lenklas says Om UM woh-isnpommodoneat shield yield e sostalsood monsber of commercial fish each year.
Commercial fish market
was the rest of Lake Barkley. in place.
Prices the men reap for
The day's combined catch
So Jenkins and the LBL
fisheries staff decided to open for both men was huge. It their catches include: catfish,
it to a controlled netting included: 171 paddlefish, 87 55 cents pet pound, unoperation. Jenkins asked the carp, 27 buffalo, 11 carp- dressed; buffalo, 35 cents;
state to pick the most effective suckers, 8 channel catfish, 8 paddlefish, 15 cents; carp, 5
fishermen, the two men got flathead catfish, 3 gar, a cents when there is a market.
the nod, and they agreed to bowfin and a freshwater Together they hauled some
4500 pounds of fish from
cooperate, by setting nets herring.
overnight in Energy Lake for
In the gamefisb department Energy Lake this day, and we
up to five times.
the men pulled up 7 estimated their total check at
"We felt removal of some of largemouth bass, 5 white somewhere around $700.
In,the two previous nettings,
the commercial fish was the crappie and a sauger. The
first step in improving bass all ranged 4-6 pounds, Jenkins' records show the
Energy's fish resource," and the crappie all pushed 2 men caught a total of apJenkins stated. From here pounds. Ali gamefish but the proximately 4,800 pounds of
we'll
get
into
water sauger were alive and healthy commercial fish, 3 bass, 3
manipulation and plantings, and were released unharmed. crappie and 1 sauger-walleye
fertilization and stocking of
"Sonny, you've got an LBL hybrid.
Despite the huge number of
the threadfin shad as a official and a writer in the
baitfish source. What we're boat with you, and that's commercial fish removed
looking for is larger crappie plenty incentive to play by the from Energy Lake, Jenkins
and more bass."
rules," I said. "But would the and fellow LBL fisheries
Jenkins invited me to view average commercial biologist Tom Forsythe
the netting operation. I ac- fisherman out on the lake estimate that only a tenth of a
commercial
fish
cepted, feeling it would be release those bass and total
population has been netted.
interesting to see how gill nets crappie?"
"We'll be electrofishing and
worked, how many com"The chance we'd take by
mercial fish the men caught, keeping a gamefish would be using cove retenone studies to
the number and condition of too great," Parker responded. see if our Energy Lake
gamefish caught in the nets, "We fish commercially for a management efforts are
etc. The last item has been the living. The well-being of our having any effect," Jenkins
subject of much conjecture families depend on our efforts, summed up. "It'll be two
and dispute, and it would be and if we get caught with years before fishermen can
Informative to check the nets gainefLsh, our boats and a lot see any results. That's how
of expensive,tackle would be long It'll take for this spring's
firs( hand.
confiscated. I honestly don't gamefish spawn to replace the
On the water
, The two men each run their know a commercial fisherman commercial fish_ We've
own nets, and they had set that would risk this for a bass removed and grow Up big
enough to catch."
them across the creek or a crappie."
channels the previous afternoon. Jenkins and I rode
with Sonny Parker, and
Jenkins
would
record
Parker's catch fish by fish. A
student intern on. Jenldns'
GOLDEN POND, KY — techniques being attempted or
staff rode with Melton to
Approximately 360 people proposed fv• the preservation
tabulate his fish.
I was astounded by the attended the 11th annual of eagle ipies nationally and
results. The most common Eagles Weekend at Lake regionally; eagle natural
fish in the nets were pad- Barkley State Resort Park, history; and field identification characteristics forP
dlefish (spoonbill), and the February 22-24.
The 3-day event, coition- "eagle watching."
average weight was 20
Tom
Dunstan, eagle
pounds. There were also sored by the Kentucky
numerous buffalo, carp and Department of Parks and specialist and associate
catfish. The nets along the TVA's Land Between The professor of biology at
creek channels bulged with Lakes, featured guided field Western Illinois University,
fish, while others in less than trips to the 170,000-acre public delivered the keynote address
prime locations produced demonstration area in search on "Bald Eagles Through the
Seasons." Dunstan has
of bald and golden eagles.
little.
Twenty eagles were ob- studied the bald eagle for the
The men were swift and
Eagles past nine years in areas with
during
efficient in the operation, served
hauling in the nets, separating Weekend. The purpose of the breeding and wintering
the fish, tossing them into program was to present in- populations.
Other participants on the
boxes and then on the floor of formation about bald eagle
and week.:nd program included
status
the boats as the boxes filled. habitat
The nets were 100 yards long, requirements; a variety of naturalists and area eagle
and Parker alone had 18 nets habitat management specialists.

Eagles Weekend
Held In Feb.
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The Duck Call
By Charlie MeReasey
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After attending the spring
meeting of the Kentucky
Waterfowl Alliance last
Thursday night I felt like I had
to write a Duck Call article.
There are several things on
my mind that needs to be said.
First of all I do not and have
not endorsed this club or that
cause or recommended any
certain brand of hunting
equipment, or made any
personal comments that did
not concern the national or
local chapter of Ducks
Unlimited.
However, I feel that the time
has come to say something
when wildlife habitat right in
our back door is about to be
destroyed. I didn't say duck
habitat, although the ducks
will probably suffer the most.
Are you asking yourself
what is he talking about? If
you are, I am glad to be
writing this article because
that means you are unaware
of whets going on in Western
Kentucky.
Well, what I am talking
about is the Channeilzation
projects that have been
proposed for Obion Creek,
Mayfield Creek and the I3ayon
De Chein. I could write a book
on all the lega°1 issues involved
In these projects but I am
going to try and make this
simple and state my opinions.
The fact is if these projects
so forward we will loose the
Rickman
Bottoms
and
Mayfield Creek as duck
swains areas. Ducks need
water and the majority of
water will be gone when the
kicks need it most. .
Lets say hunting Is not a
ralid point to use when trying
o stop these projects. Ducks
tiU need winter habitat, they

ssioasisseasss
bottoms were in the national the Kentucky
Mr. Kays has a budget to
Waterfowl
Interest or the individual
Alliance. I feel that they are at live with first of all, then he
owners interest for his sur- least
trying to aid the duck has the political atmosphere
vival I would say drain those hunting
cause in Western In Frankfort to contend with
creek bottoms and cut those Kentucky. I
know money is and you certainly don't want
trees, but I see no benefit hard
stersee-- • s
ismapo
7.7%.
to come up with but I to offend a governor.
other than more money for a think a ten
What I am saying is this.
dollar membership
few farmers that seem to be would be money
well spent. There are only about 15,000
•
doing pretty good already Only by coming
.
" "*"'s
....
s e":"
.
.
_
.=0,
together as a duck hunters in Kentucky and
se-%r s
They have money to hire top group can sportsmen
have an the majority right here in
4":
notch lawyers and pay lobbist effective
LL—.800'11i
voice in state Western Kentucky. Can you
to get their views across to our government.
imagine how many fisherman,
state law makers in FrankWell, on to some other squirrel hunters rabbit and
fort. And remember nothing is things that I have on
my mind. quail hunters or even deer
being taken away from these
ea.
The commissioner of the hunters there are in the state,
farmers. They have not been Kentucky Department
of Fish all seeking funds, Probably
440kamae4R''
able to farm this land in the and Wildlife Resources
— ...over
two hundred thousand. So
spoke
With the weather getting wanner there somas ho he more heats on the lake These heats
past because of flooding last Thursday night
at the you can easily see that ducks
are fishing a drop-off ea Kentucky Lake for crappie. blest of the crappie are heing taken
problems.
Waterfowl Alliance meeting. are not going to get top conI want to make another Actually I should
in about 12t. 18 feet of water.
say he at- sideration in the departments
Photo by Mary Barrow
point, the farmers in these tempted to
answer questions budget.
areas are not wanting to do from those in atteridence.
This means that local
I
these projects themselves came away with
more sportsmen are going to have to
with their own money and questions than I had
when I spend time and money to
equipment. Oh no! They want went into the
meeting. I think improve conditions around the
the Federal Government to Mr. Kays is a true
politician lakes so the ducks will winter
pay the majority of the cost and rightly so, he
has to tread in these areas.
and the U.S. Corps of ever so softly
Next week I will answer
on many toes
Engineers to do the work. Now and when this
is the case you some questions about our
what kind of deal is this? I pay can talk a lot
without really Kentucky season and what to
my taxes so they can be used saying
anything. You cer- expect next year.
to destroy natural wildlife tainly can't
Three new outboard models
4L-2 Now Available
has, including shallow-water
Get those crappie rigs ready
commit yourself
habitat. While one govern- or your department
have joined the lineup of 1980
With Separate
drive, push-pull cable twistto any - see you on the lakes.
ment agency seems willing to concrete issue
Fuel Tank
grip throttle and built-in idle
May all your hunting be safe models from Johnson Outespecially one
do the work another agency that might be
boards on display at t4 major
For those who need long- adjustment.
controversial. and enjoyable.
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
U.S. boat shows this year.
range capabilities in a small
The 7L2 features a 10 cubic
Service) is saying the whole
The new models are: an outboard, Johnson has added inch anti-friction powerhead
idea is crazy and you are
electric-start 50.;- a 442-hp long- a new model of its popular 4iss, which develops enough power
destroying a natural resource
range fishing motor with which was introduced early in to easily plane an aluminum
area. This could only happen
separate 3-gallon tank; and a 1979. The new model comes skiff with two men aboard.
in America.
re-designed
For those fishermen who
Stinger 75 with an external 3-gallon fuel
featuring
I certainly hope that you will
factory-installed tank, instead of the integral like to fish standing on the bow
voice your opposition to these
unitized trim-and-tilt.
2.1 qt. tank in the original of their bass or pike boat,
projects even if you could care
These new mid-year entries model. Both feature such big- Johnson offers a new handGOLDEN POND, KY — near Paris, Tennessee.
less about duck hunting. If
are designed to complement motor features as mechanical controlled 12-24 volt electric,
The weekend is designed to the new motors introduced F-N-R shifting and electronic with all
hunters fail to speak up now Archaeology Weekend 1980,
of its controls
we can not complain in ten sponsored by the Tennessee introduce the public to the earlier in the 1980 model year, MagFlash ignition.
recessed into the functionallyyears when we can't find any Division of Parks and field of archaeology and to the the Vs Sea-Horse with indesigned handle. The new
7ts Model Has
Recreation, Jackson Pur- lifestyles of the first tegral
ducks to hunt.
fuel tank, a 7½-hp
Power To Plane
electric has 19 inches of
Archaeological inhabitants in western Ken- fishing
I do want to encourage all chase
motor, and an electricJohnson's
other
new vertical height adjustment to
local
sportsmen
and Association, and TVA's Land tucky and Tennessee.
start 60. In addition, Johnson "mini," a 7's hp model, has adapt to the tall angler as well
Participants will have the las added a hand-controll
especially duck hunters to join Between The Lakes (LBL),
/
2 as the short one.
ed many of the features the 41
will be March 21-23, at Paris opportunity to learn to make
12-24 volt trolling motor to its
Landing State Resort Parji pottery and stone tools, line of electric
outboards.
participate in spear throwing
Also back in 1980 are newlyand other prehistoric skills, styled models of the
Sea-Horse
and hear presentations by 235, 200, 175, 150,
140, 115,
noted archaeologists. Since Javelin 100, 100, 85,
70, 35, 25,
demonstrations will be con- 15, 9.9, 4, and
2. There are also
David Lawrence Etheridge, ducted outdoors,
participants two electric pedal-controlled
Hardin, pleaded guilty is are reminded
to bring suitable trolling motors in 12 and 24Federal Court to three counts clothing.
volt models.
as follows: He did falsely toga
Speakers for the program
still in the low 40's with a few
deer with a state deer permit, will
include Jennings Bunn,
exceptions.
he did remove a deer with a Project
Top-Of-The-Line
If you know where a spring
Administrator,
235 V6 Gets
flows into a bay or cove, you falsely attached deer tag, and Division of Education, Tenhe aided and abeted in
New Powerbead
nessee Department of Conshould find the temperature to
Johnson has kept its 235 V6
be higher and more fish per falsifying an LBL deer permit. servation; Ken
Carstens,
According
to
Gearld Assistant Professor, as the,"top of the line" and
acre of water.
The fish are cold blooded Alexander, state game Department of Sociology and gave it an all-new powerhead
and seek out these spring-fed warden, Etheridge had fines Anthropology, Murray State displacing 160.3 Cl, nearly 11
totaling $500, a 60 day
waters the year-round.
University; Bennett Graham, more than last year.
New to the V6 and V4 motors
A good example for you to suspended sentence, and a two Chief Archaeologist, TVA;
see is the pool beside the road year probation. Lynna I. Victor
Hood,
Field is a fuel primer system to
in the Land Between the Jones was charged with the Archaeologist, Division of replace the choke for easier
Lakes, called Ferguson same charges but were Archaeology, Tennessee starting and more fueldismissed on recommendation Department
Springs.
of Conservation; efficiency, and a new crankof
the state prosecutor.
There are days when the
Marilyn Williamson, West case recirculation system for
The case was brought to Tennessee
fish can be seen slowly moving
Regional better fuel distribution.
trial
after a long investigation Naturthist,
All the V-block motors have
around like they were in an
Division of Parks
by state and federal officials.
and Recreation, Tennessee the new Top Idle carburetor
aquarium. If you can find
some of the old springs that
Department of Conservation; for easier starting, regardless
When fish appear to have Jim
are now underwater you can
Carpenter,
Farm of the motor's trim position.
find the fish that use them. lockjaw, try reeling a floating- Manager, The HomeplaceStinger Gets Trim
diving lure barely under the 1850, LBL; and Roy Walker,
Give it a try.
- And Tilt Capability
surface so that it makes a V on Program Coordinator, LBL
The re-designed Stinger 75
HAPPY FISHING! the water. Lookout!
Registration for the event is
A Public Service of Thi, Newspaper So. Thu Ai,entsing Council
$2 for adults and .$1 for now sports a factory-installed
students Participants may unitized trim-and-tilt system.
make arrangements for This loop-charged 3-cylinder
overnight accommodations by model, long a favorite for
A
HOOKS
contacting Paris Landing high-performance boats, now
convenience
the
has
of
15
State Resort Park, Route 1,
Buchanan,
TN
38222, degrees of underway trim to
telephone (901) 642-4311. Also, help match the boat to water
JINN
camping
facilities
are and load conditions, as well as
available at Paris Landing 65 degrees of tilt for beaching
and at Piney Campground in and trailering convenience.
NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
Also new to the looper
the southern portion of LBL.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
and
For additional information family is an electric start 50.
DON McCLURE
contact Archaeology Weekend The efficient twin-cylinder
GRAYSON McCEUR1
rake foast out of Murray too 1 moles Turn right on
1980, Program Cocrd instor, model is described as ideal for
280
ollow 280 for 7 macs post Bonner s
Grocery Yoke
TVA-L
and Between The waterskiing and fishing when
Specializing in servicing fires 1 4 W.D. Vehicles
bloclo top onto Ponoromcrond follow bloc/clop to
your roght
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY paired with the new breed of
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
Telephone,502-436-5483
42231, telephone (502) 924-6602, efficiency-downsized boat
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th
753-6779
hulls.
extension 243.

need the water just to survive.
At the meeting the other
night I discovered another
reason why these projects
should be stopped. A biologist
from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service made some
statements I had never really
thought about, and could
hardly believe.
The simple fact is that
Kentucky has only about
30,000 acres of bottcrnland
hardwoods left in the entire
state. About 1,800 acres of
hardwoods would be lost in
Hickman and Fulton counties
alone, with 4,200 additional
acres subject-4o clearing
after the projects are completed.
I would think that most of
the hunters reading this article have hunted the flooded
Hickman bottoms among the
great oaks and hickories,
hoping that a flight of
mallards would fall into their
decoys through the openings
in the trees.
My point is this, when the
area doss not flood each year
and the land dries out the trees
will be cut. Why will they be
cut you ask? Simple, you can't
grow soybeans in a hardwood
forrest. It is only common
sense to assume that the trees
will be cut or pushed up in
great dozer piles so crops can
be planted, why else channelize in the first place.
We can't restore a hardwood
forrest in one year, ten years,
or even fifty years. We are
talking about hundreds of
years, why destroy something
that for all practical purposes
can not be replaced in Our
lifetime or even our childreris
lifetime.
If growing soybeans in these

......

.....

really goes to the bones.
Crappie are moving onto the
ledges a little better as spring
becomes more of a reality.
They are still in deep water in
Kentucky lake but as you
know, Barkley Lake is much
shallower and so are the
crappie.
The structure in Barkley
hasn't rotted as much and the
fish will be found around
structure of some kind.
Sauger fishing has been
slow like the guiet before the
storm. This last cold front
sure didn't help anything.
The water levels are still at
the winter stages and are not
expected to start to rise until
the first of April at least. As
long as the warmer water
continues to flow from the
south the lakes will warm
sooner. The temperature is
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Johnson Unveils Three New
Outboards In 1980
National Boat Show Exhibits

Archaeology Weekend Tolle
At Paris Landing State
Resort Park March 21-23

Hardin Man
Found Guilty

Several local anglers have
een rewarded for braving the
lements this past week.
rillie Morris and Boots Blum
sve taken some super nice
ass fishing out of the Blood
iver area. I have known both
shermen several years and
icy have boated their share
big bass.
I don't know what lures they
awe been using lately, but
icy used to throw the heddon
fly runt most of the time.
When the fish are slow you
sve to work your lures slow
ao. I am speaking of the
ass, of course. They seem to
e the most sought after fish in
e early spring. A bass
shertnan is able to move
sound more in order to keep
arm. Crappie fishermen sit
ost of the time and unless
ey dress warmly, the cold
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Cardinals Turn Back Several
Late Rallies To Defeat Murray
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
Mayfield burst out to a 12-0
lead and weathered several
late Murray High rallies to
defeat the Tigers 72-61 in last
night's second opening round
game in the boy's regional
tournament at Murray State.
Paducah Tilghman thrashedFulton City in the opener, 6959.
The Tigers opened up in a
spread offense which was
designed to "sloi Irkie....tempo of
the game down," according to
Murray head coach „Cary
Miller. Four Mayfield steals
and 12 consecutive points forced the Tigers to call a timeout
and shelve their slowdown
ideas.
jtist had too many bad
passes there at the start,"
Miller said. "We wanted to
slow things down a little,
make them play our way, but
we threw the ball away too
many times."
Murray finally .got on the
scoreboard with 4:24 left in the
opening period on two free
throws by Todd Bradshaw.
The Tigers proceeded to cut
the lead to six points several
times during the remainder of
the period, tlae last coming at

16-10 with 17 seconds left. A 19foot rainbow by" Charles Parrott with three ticks left in the
frame gave the Cardinals a 1810 advantage heading into the
second period.
The Tigers outscored
Mayfield 7-2 in the first two
minutes of the second quarter
to pull within three at -20-17.
Four points by Andy' Beale
and a layup by Parrott,
however, reestablished the
Cardinal dominance.
Four Mayfield points in the
final 45. seconds staked the
Cardinals to a 36-25 halftime
bulge.
"Everything they threw up
went in," Miller lamented.
"We could have two guys on
the shooter and a hand in his
face, and the ball would still
go in."
For a time in the third
period, it seemed that
Mayfield could write its own
ticket to the semifinals. The
Redbirds spurted to leads of 14
points several times early in
the quarter and looked as if
they could just about name the
final margin of victory....
The Tigers were not so easily defeated,- however. Eight
points apiece by Nick Swift
and Howie Crittenden brought

and claw ow- way
the door on the Tigers. Seven to ratch
but we nearly did it."
fourth quarter points by Bob- back,
Crittenden led the Tiger
by Daniel allowed Murray to
scoring corps with 16 points.
close the final margin toll.
one of his finest
The Cardinals shot a better Swift, playing
his last for Murray
percentage from the floor, 51 games and
hit for 15 points, all of
percent to 40 percent by Mur- High,
both squads can- them inside against the tough
with
but
ray,
Momentum was with the
Emig line..'Daniel
ning 25 shots from the field, it Ma field
Tigers as the fourth quarter
Roberts chipped in
Robin
„.iind
was the free throw shooting
began. Crittenden had popped
apiece as the
points
nine
with
.
difference
that made the
in the final two baskets of the
the
year with a
finish
Tigers
"We battled them even on
previous'stanza and Murray
mark.
16-10
floor,"
the
from
our shooting
had a comeback glint in its
George Williams led a
Miller said. "It was their
eye. But the Tigers did not
of Cardinals in double
quartet
throw
free
the
from
shooting
count on the Mayfield shooting
with 23 points. Wes
figures
line that killed us." Mayfield
streak that followed. The Carwith 18. Parrott, with 16,
MilLs,
tosses
charity
25
the
of
22
hit
dinals rattled off the first nine
Andy Beale with 10 points,
they were awarded. , The and
points of the final frame to put
the Cardinals to their
paced
11
just
on
connect
could
Tigers
the game away.
of the season.
win
24th
of 19 free tosses.
will meet Paducah
Parrott's 17-footer with 4:02
"The kids really wanted to Mayfield
in Monday night's
left gave Mayfield a 64-48 adwin," Miller said. "They Tilghman
game at 7 p.m.
vantage and lust about closed
played awfully hard. We had first semifinal

Murray back to within seven,
at 53-16, going into the final
period. Crittenden got hot
from the 22-foot range-, while
Swift battled the Cardinals' inside stiength and quickness
for his Ilardfought tallies.

Tilghman In Semi-Final,
To Play Mayfield Monday
disposing of Fulton City, 69-59.
York's 19 points and Beard's
16 helped stake the Tornado to
an insurmountable 41-28
halftime lead.

Tilghman 69 Fulton City 59
Paducah Tilghman, led b!,
forwards Troy York and
Larry Beard, builtleads of up
to 20 points before finally

The Tilghman win sets'up
Monday night's showdown
between the two top-ranked
teams in the region.
"They were, a lot vmore
physical on the boards than we
were," Tilghman coach Bernie Miller said. "They knocked our brains out underneath
there, but our guys really
stayed at it. It is.really good to
beat them. We ale looking fu
ward to playing Mayfield."

AUTOGRAPHS — Some young Racer faits get Allen Mann's autograph Friday as the
Murray State team was welcomed home Friday from Champaign, III. The Racers were
ousted from the NIT by the University of Illinois 65-63 Thursday night.

TAKE AIM
ON GUN
SAFETY.
Shooting Education is a program
desioned to teach gun safety to
both boys and girls ages 8-14 How
can you become involved? Contact
your Jaycee chapter by callIng
Murray Calloway Co. Jaycees
Chapter Name

Box 41A Murray, Ky.
Address

753-2696
Phone #

Sponsored By.
DAISY
a subsidiary
of the Walter Kidde
Company, Inc
A Commurilty Developrtent
Program of The U.S Jaycees
A Leadership Training
Organization

UP FOR TWO —Murray High forward Nick Swift attempts to hit two Of his 15 points
against Mayfield Friday night despite pressure from the Cardinals' Charles Parrott.
Mayfield won the regional tourney game 72-61.

Greg Overstreet added 12
points for the Tornado, and
Tun Barnett and Eddie Norris
chipped in with ten apiece for
Tilghman..

Governments To Send Reps
To Geneva Olympic Meeting

Fulton City, who headed
home with a final ledger of 159, were led in 'scoring by.Russell Patton with 24 pOints,
Wesley Huddleston, with 10
points,, was the only other
Bulldog' to crack double
figures.

LONDON I AP) — At least 10
governments are expected to
send representatives to MonThe first quarter was an
even affair, ending in a 14-14
day's meeting in Geneva to
—
Howie
Murray High (61i
tie. Beard popped in eight of Crittenden 7 2-2 16; Nick Swift discuss holding alternative
games to the Moscow Olymhis 16 points in the quarter to 0 3-5 15; Bobby Daniel 4 1-29;
pics, Australian Home Affairs
lead the Tornado. David Robin Roberts .3 3-5 9; Todd
Minister Robert Ellicott said
Dickerson, the Bulldogs' high- Bradshaw 3 2-3 8; Greg Latto 1
flying center, hit six points for 0-1 2; Nick Hibbard 1 0-1 2; rhere Friday.
But reports from other
Fulton City in the period.
David McMillen 0 0-0 0; RonWestern capitals suggested
Tilghman took advantage of nie Pace 0 0-0 0; Al Wells 0 0-0
that not all who attend will be
six Bulldog turnovers in the 0; Stuart Alexander 0 44) 0;
enthusiastic about the plan besecond quarter to break the Jimmy West 0 0-0 0. Totals 25
ing promoted by the United
11-1961.
Tornado
game open. The
Britain and Australia
States,
outscored Fulton City 15-6 in
Mayfield 172) — George
retaliation for the Soviet
in
the
of
the final three minutes
into
move
Williams 8 7-8 23; Wes Mills 4
military
quarter to take a comfortable 10-10 18; Charles Parrott 7 2-2
Afghanistan.
room.
lead into the dressing
16; Andy Beale 4 2-2 10; Chris
Meanwhile, Olympic
quickly
Pyle 0 0-0 0; Jeff Flood 2 0-0 4; .associations and athletes conhalf
second
- The
tinued to resist calls for a
became a matter of how much Joe Prince 0 1-3 1. Totals 25 22boycott of the Moscow Games.
Tilghman would win. For this 2572.
10 15 21 15 61
Two of Britain's top athletes,
reason, the game became a Murray
18 18 17 19 72
long jumper and social sersloppy affair, the *ads- even- Mayfield
vices official Sue Reeves and
ly splitting 28 turnaers in the
shot putter and policeman
final sixteen minut
Padycah Tilghman 1691 — Geoff Capes, said they would
"We made a lot of mistakes Troy 'Work 6 7-8 19; Larry go despite the British governin the second half," Miller ad- Beard 7 2-3 16; Greg ment's withdrawal of its tradimitted. "Some of them were: Overstreet 3 6-7 12; David
embarrassing and uncalled Davis 0 4-4 4; David Lambert 1
for, but at least we made them 0-32; Tim Barnett 3 2-4 8; Edafter the game was over."
die Norris 4 0-0 8; Mike Miller
0-0 0; Gary C,ox 0 0-0 0. Totals
0
After building a 20-point
24 21-29 69.

Rupp Arena Becoming
Second Home To Rose
By MIKE CLARK
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — When
Duke met Purdue in today's
NCAA Mideast Region basketball tournament final, neither
club could claim a home court
advantage. But Lexington's
Rupp Arena has become
almost-a second home to Purdue Coach Lee Rose.
Rose is no stranger toKentucky. A native of West Irvine,
Ky.,. he played and later
coached at tiny Transylvania
University:a private school
located a few, blocks north of
Rupp Arena.
Although he left Lexington
for head jobs at then-unknown
North Carolina-Charlotte and
later Purdue, Rose maintains
strong ties with his home
state.
"My mother lives about two
blocks from here," Rose said.
"She's a great basketball fan
and she's come up with a
game plan for us to use
agairie.Duke."

lead with 2:45 remaining in
the game, Tilghman became
excessively error-prone and
allowed the Bulldogs to narrow the final deficit to just ten
points.

lightly regarded UNCCharlotte team to consecutive
upsets of Syracuse and topranked Michigan to earn a
berth in the NCAA Finals.
Three years later, Rose
showed he hadn't lost his
magic touch here. His Purdue
team,' an also-ran in the
vicious Big Ten race this
season, rose up Thursday to
thump league champion Indiana 76-69 and earn a berth in
the finals opposite Duke, a 5554 upset winner over Kentucky
the same night.

drif&raihrii53011&T"
plan. Perhaps the best game
plan available is simply to let
Rose play at Rupp Arena.
In 1977, the last time the
Mideast Region tournament
_was. held here, Rose led his

Fulton City 159 — Russell
Patton 9 6-6 24; Wesley Hud- •
dleston 2 6-6 10; David Dickerson 3 3-4 9; John Jolley 2 2-2 6;
Mike Sullivan 2 1-2 5; Jerry
Wade 1 1-2 3; Greg Greer 1 0-0
2. Totals 20 19-22 59.
Paducah Tilghman_
1 4 27 1 1 1 '7 6"g .
14 14 11 20 59.
Fulton City
LIKES NEW POSITION
MIAMI ( AP ) — Many profootball offensive linemen dislike being shifted in positions
but Bob Kuechenberg of the
Miami Dolphins is..not one of
was switched
them. Big B
from guard to ckle this year
on a per'inanen basis after alo spots last
ternating at th
season.

DEER CREEK FARM
Registered Polled Hereford
Cow-Calf Production Sale

to be held at our heated sale barn
locat(1 on Highway 297
March 19, 1980
12:30 p.m.
Selling: 95 Head
Big IND9ed Cows and Calves
—
(Coviirebredi.
Bulls
Bred Heifers .
y
Kentuck
Route 9 Marion,
Phone: 965-2414

tional paid leave for civil servant Olympic contenders.
Ellicott, visiting London for
talks with British government
officials, declined to say which
countries had been invited or
which had accepted.
"If governments were
behind the Games, providing.
fares and the like, I imagine
that would attract athletes
from ell over the world," he
said.
Britain"s Foreign Office
said the meeting could last until Tuesday and would probably be held at the U.S. and
British missions in Geneva.
In Bonn, the West German
chief
government's
spokesman, Klau.s Boelling,
signaled that Germany ' is
reluctant to attend the.Geneva
meeting but left open the
possibility of participation.
fie told reporters he was not
certain a formal invitation
had been received and knew of
no plans to attend. He cited

Chancellor Helmut Schniidt's
statements that the American
call for a boycott should be
-carefully pondered."
In Amsterdam. the Dutch
Foreign Ministry; said the
Netherlands - which has said
it would prefer that Dutch
athletes stay away from
Moscow ? would be
represented but that no decisions were expected to be
made at Geneva.
. 'We think it's a good thing
to go and talk the whole matter over," said a ministry
spokesman.
Ellictott said he believes an
effective boycott of the
Moscow Olympics will emerge
and alternative games in
August, not overlapping the
Moscow Games, was being
considered.
Australia, - Britain and the
United States could stage different events, Ellicott Said,
and Kenya was another possible site.

THE
ENERGY
CHALLENGE...

CONSERVE
ENERGY

It's for all of us

1

West Ky. Rural Electric
Coperative 4:9tpora1ion
il;rray Mayfield
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Nine Of Top Ten To Be Absent
From NCAA's Final Four Teams
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By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
When the NCANS Final
Four get together in Indianapolis next weekend to
settle college basketball's national
championship,
something will be missing...namely, nine members
of the regular-season Top Ten.
At least one member of the
Final Four — the winner of today's UCLA-Clemson West
Regional final — will be
unranked, and it could be two
if Iowa defeats No.11
Georgetown in Sunday's East
final.
The Top Ten almost lost its
last survivor's Friday night
but second-ranked Louisville
and third-rated Louisiana
State came through with narrow victories. Louisville wore
down Texas A&M 66-55 in
overtime and ISU held off
No.16 Missouri 68-63, but the
winners will meet Sunday in
Houston for the Midwest title.
The victor will go to Indianapolis, the loser will take
its ranking and go home.
However, two Top Ten
teams were eliminated in the
East
Regional
at
Philadelphia, where unheralded, unranked Iowa whipped
sixth-ranked Syracuse 88-77
while Georgetown stretched
the nation's longest winning
streak to 15 games with a 74-68
decision over No.8 Maryland.
"I think the pressure is starting to get to some of the
teams, like Kentucky and Indiana, Syracuse and Ohio
State," said ISU Coach Dale
Brown.
And how about ISU? Well,
Brown ordered his run-andgun Tigers into a four-corner
slowdn with 13.1,8 remaining and a slim 52-50 lead.
The move paid immediate
dividends when Durand
Macklin shook free for a threepoint play to give 1SU some
breathing room.
In the second half, we won
the.game when we found our

nament can beat you," he
said.
Texas A&M finished with a
26-8 record, best in its history.
By the time Sunday's East
and Midwest finals roll
around, the Mideast and West
— half of the Final Four field
— will have been decided.
Those finals are on tap today
In the other Midwest — No.14 Duke vs. No.20 Pursemifinal, All-American Dar- due in the Mideast at Lexrell Griffill missed a last- ington, Ky., and UCLAsecond shot that could have Clemson in the West at Tucwon the game for Louisville in son, Ariz.
Iowa used a key tecalnical
regulation time but made up
foul
call plus V)free throws by
for it with •a basket and four
free throws in overtime and Vince Brookins in the final
finished with a game-high 24 eight minutes to turn back
Syracuse. The Orangemen led
points.
57-55 when a personal foul was
"I think the Aggies got called on Tony Bruin and
tired," said Louisville Coach Coach Jim Boeheim was sockDenny Crum."They don't like ed with a technical for beefing
AO play at the pace we do. We about it.
made them play that way all
Brookins made three of the
the game and they were four foul shots and, with Iowa
fatigued at the end. When the also getting the ball, Steve
overtime started we wanted Krafcisin canned a basket for
the first basket because we a 60-57 Iowa lead. Syracuse
knew if they got the first never caught up.
bucket they would go to the
"I was talking to Bruin,"
four corners."
Boeheim explained. "I was
Griffith said he wasn't sur- standing up the whole game
prised by the Aggies' effort. and the referees never warned
"You expect 100 percent when
me about it. I just told him
you get into the playoffs (Brian) not to reach in for the
because any team in the tour- foul. That technical foul cercontrol," Brown said. We
went into the delay as soon as
we got the lead. We tried too
hard at first, but we showed
our second world I the delay)
in the second half."
DeWayne Scales led ISU
with 17 points while Mark
Dressler paced Missouri with
20.

Chores, Davis Warning
Highlight NFL Meeting
By JACK STEVENSON
AP Sports Writer
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
( AP ) — National Football
League owners .,wrapped up
their five-day meeting after
completing nuistly househould
chores and issuing a warnihg
to Al Davis to keep his Raiders
in Oakland.
Davis said he expects the
courts to determine the out-

The Rams were one of the
abstaining teams when the
league voted 22-0 against permitting Oakland to move.
"If my partners in the NFL
wanted to move a team into
Los Angeles, I never would
have stood in the way," said
Klosterman.
Meanwhile,
Raiders'
quarterback Ken Stabler said
in' an interview at Mobile,
Ala., that he had been traded
to Houston for Dan Pastorini,
who played collegiate ball at
Santa Clara in Northern
Caliornia.
Neither club has confirmed
the trade officially, but conjecture at the meeting here
was that it had been consummated.
The.final session was largely of the cleanup variety, ;
althopgh Commissioner Pete
Rozelle said the possibility of
league realignment would be
discussed at the June meeting.
Costs of transportation on
long-distance hauls that have
reached as much as $85,000
were given as the reason for
the proposed change.
Realignment might mean a
switch in the current National
Football Conference and
American football Conference
lineups where the champions
meet in the Super Bowl.
The league also made some
changes in qualifications for
the playoff in case of ties, but
it still would take a computer
to figure out the setup for the
first round.

come of his bid to move the
Oakland club to Los Angeles,
replacing the Rams, who have
switched to Anaheim Stadium
starting with the 1980 season.
The managing general partner of the Raiders said Friday
he expects the anti-trust trial
to start in May and last about
three weeks, though there
could be appeals.

Davis has said he cou141 go
back to Oakland if ordered by
the courts, but he plans to
open the 1980 season in Los
Angeles — despite the edict
against him ny others in the
NFL
Meanwhile, in Los Angeles,
Coliseum Commission atRanch and the Lexington Big torney Harry Daniels said the
Brothers and Big Sisters 9th U.S. District Court of Appeals probably will hold a
organizations.
Because the confiscated hearing the first week in May
tickets would have to be used to consider whether to uphold
as evidence against the alleg- an injunction against the NFL
ed scalpers, Hagan had writ- issued by U.S. District Judge
ten passes distributed to the Harry Pregerson in Los
agencies. •
Angeles.
Thursday
morning,
If the circuit court agrees
however, an attorney for one Pregerson was right to temdeferAlint filed a motion in porarily halt enforcement of
Fayette District Court to the NFL rule requiring a tworetrieve the tickets.
thirds vote of-owners in order
Judge John Famularo for a team to move, it could
denied the motion, but Barker allow a quick move' by the
decided the passes should not Raiders while the anti-trust
be used because court action suit is in progress.
.
had been initiated.
The Rams, meanwhile,
!Needless to say, no one is were happy in Anaheim
and
too happy about this," said General Manager
Don
Barker."I got to see how hap- Klosterman said
training
py they were, but unfortunate- camp again
will be held at
ly, I had the responsibility of Fullerton State.
breaking the bad news."
Meanwhile, plainclothes
police increased the
crackdown on scalpers
Thursday night, seizing 250
tickets and citing 60 alleged offenders. The asking prices
were as high as $450 for a pair
of lower-level arena seats,
police said.
Friday Games

Barker Goes From Hero
To Villian In Flare Up
Over Tourney Tickets
LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP) —
Steve Barker had the best of
intentions. He simply wanted
about 75 handicapped and
underprivileged children to
see the NCAA Mideast
Regional basketball tournament.
But Barker, an assistant
Fayette County attorney, said
he turned "from hero to villain
in half an hour" when his plan
was crushed by the weight of
the law.
Police had arrested 15 people before Thursday's
semifinal round for alleged
scalping — the sale of tickets
for more than face value.
Scalping in Kentucky is a
misdemeanor punishable by a
$250 fine if the ticket is for a
sporting event. .
Barker suggested to University of Kentucky Athletic
Director Cliff Hagan that
children should be allowed to
use seats for which tickets had
been confiscated by police.
Hagan agreed to offer the
seats to youngsters from Cardinal Hill Hospital, Adena
House, Blue Grass Boys

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Prep Scores
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1Boys
ist Region
Pad Tilghman 69Fulton City 59
Mayfield 72 Murray Si
4th Regico
Cumberland Co62 Warren East 59
Franklin Simpson 60 Glasgow 56
Sib Regiou
Green Co 86 Nelson Co 80
Campbellsville 53E Hardin 52
Ilk Regioa
Doss 44 Iroquois 43
7111 Region
Moore 83 Trinity 76
101k Region
Bourbon Co65 Mason Co 55
Clark Co 70 Paris 64
llth Region
Franklin Co 62 Henry Clay 41
Bryan Station 64 Jessamine Co 55
1415 Region
Hazard 56 Breathitt Co 46
Lee Co 72 Fleming Neon 52
16th Region
Holy ramily 69 Fairview Si
East Carter 40 Morgan Co 36
Girls
bid Region '
Madisonville 53 Todd Central 40
West Hopkins 96 Union(oil
Mb Regius
Butler 12 Thomas Jefferson 56
7th Regime
Mercy 110 Seneca 46
11611 Region
Coy Notre Dame 55tampbell Co 54
Dixie Heights 72 Ft The.Highlands 50
1215 Regis..
Laurel Co 42 Garrard Co 35 Pulaski Cola Russell Coil
13*5 Region
Cawood 611 1thutley'Co 54
--__Gerbitt,§2Darlaniti
.-" -94tit
• --I:"
Knott Central 65 Owsiey Co67
Fleming Neon 54 Leslie Co 47'
'
156 Regloa
Pikeville 76 Johnson Cent 56
Sheldon Clark 70 Allen Cent IS

NCAA Scores
NCAA Tournament
7111RD ROUND
EAST REGIONAL

:
:
14 The Murray High :
.
:
41 Band Boosters :
4,
.
.
:
:
Will Be Selling
4,
*
10 Lb. Cans of :
**
Parker Popcorn I
Door to Door
March 17& 18
$ZOO
The cost is. -4.,
44.
Krarteed_s to go tav)ard the bandslrip

- -the National Band Association
Convention in Knoxville.

to

tainly didn't help us."
Brookins scored 21 points
and Kevin Boyle added 18 for
IOWA, which finished fourth In
the Big Ten. Louis Orr paced
- Syracuse with 25.
"We feel very fortunate to
have won," said Iowa Coach
Lute Olson. "I think Syracuse
As a great basketball team, bin
I think we h./ye a pretty good
team, too. We got the ball into
the bottom of the net when we
had to and (Steve) Waite and
Brookins scored when he
needed points."
In the East nightcap, Eric
Floyd scored 10 of his 18 points
as Georgetown broke away
from a 49-all tie by outscoring
Maryland 18-11. That gave the
Hoyas a 67-60 advantage with
six minutes left and Eric
Smith kept them .ahead with
seven free throws in the final
three minutes.
Georgetown actually won
the game by holding Maryland
All-American Albert King to
to points in the second half.
King scored 13 in the first 20
minutes, helping the Terrapins to a 39-38 halftime
edge.
"We overplayed him a little
more, touched him a little
more," said Georgetown
Coach John Thompson.

*
*-

*

***************************** *

Friday's Games
Al Philadelphia
Iowa 811, Syracuse 77
Georgetown 74, Maryland 68
MIDEAST REGIONAL
Thursday's Games
At Lexington. Ky.
Purdue 76,Indiana MI
Duke SS,Kentucky 54
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Friday's Games
At HOUSI011
Louisville 66. Texas A&M 55. OT
lAnusiana State 68, Missouri 63
• WEST REGIONAL
.Thursday's Games
At Tues.*, Ariz.
Clemson 74, Lamar 66
UCLA-72, Ohio St.64
Quarterfinals
EAST REGIONAL
Suaday's Game
Al Philadelphia
:eorgetown 126-5 i vs. Iowa (224
MIDEAST REGIONAL
Saturday's Game
At Lexington, Ky.
Purduc (21-9) vs. Duke 24-8
MIDWEST REGION Al.
Suaday's Game
At Houston
Louisville I 30-3 vs. Louisiana St .26.
5

6

WEST REGIONAL
Saturday's Game
At'Nevis
Clemson 123-61 vs. UCLA 20-9)
NGAASKIMOINAIS
-BaNinikq„Ibloreli112
At Indiatimpath4hid.
NCAA Finals
Monday,btareli 114
At ludiasapelis,
CassolatIoa
Championship

DISTRICT WINNERS — The Murray High School varsity cheerleaders are the 1979-80
winners of the 4th District
K.A.P.O.S. cheedeading competition. The squad will advance to the regional competition
to be held at 8 a.m.
Saturday, March 15,at Calloway County High School. Seven other squads also will be competing.
The cheerleaders
are (from left) Dana English, Kathy Outland, Carroll Edwards, Tambi Gray, Martha
Pitman, Julie Billington, Tammy
Hutson, Tracy Brown and Michelle Harris. The sponsor is Sharon Downing.
Agoalepre,nlamo 41AS11140441/096Www,

BUYING SILVER
AND GOLD
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SCRAP OR
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,
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U.S. SILVER DIMES
U.S. SILVER QUARTERS
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I

1.60
4.00
8.00

U.S. SILVER HALVES
U.S. SILVER DOLLARS
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II COINS
st-,
,9DRE1964 .
E

17.00
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SILVER FLATWARE,
SERVING PIECES,
CANDLESTICKS,
SILVER BARS,
INDIAN JEWELRY,

,

----.
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—

.i4

iluyiNG
ROLEX
WATCHES

lk-k--'
-

OR ANYTHING MARKED "STERLING", 925 or 999.

WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

.,

MARKED 10KT, 14KT, 18KT or 22KT'
;-1 .- ,
CLASS RINGS, BRACELETS,PINS,
EARRINGS, WATCHES,
;-.— .
,
die,
BUYING
WEDDING BANDS,
"/
Illna'•
.‘Wilk•
s
e .,
tiltr
MILITARY INSIGNIA,
TtESACKS, CHAINS,
ETC. ALSO DENTAL GOLD (UNMARKED) AND GOLD COINS

-r4,ri

SCRAP GOLD AND SILVER WILL BE BOUGHT REGARDLESS OF
CONDITION. COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING "GOOD" CONDITION
(NO HOLES OR HEAVILY WORN).
PRICES DUE TO CHANGE WITH THE DAILY MARKET PRICE.

All Merchandise Will Be Paid For In CASH!
FIVE DAYS ONLY, MARCH 12, 13, 14, 15 & 16
9:00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. EACH DAY AT
RM 111

HOLIDAY INN MOTEL OF MURRAY, KY.
Highway 641 South

A
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Brown Agrees To Amend' THE
Proposed Gasoline Tax

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
SUNDAY. MARCH 16,1980
your potential. Try to make
at
What kind of day will
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
tomorrow be'To find out what career a reflection of inner
Now's.the time to get your
purpose.
the
the stars say, read
body in shape. Seek remedies
CANCER
forecast given for your birth
you
t June 21 to July 22) GO for chronic ailments. If
Sign
physical
ignored
t,sputes with others may have
tiihke you question your regimen, change.
ARIES
beliefs and value structure. SCORPIO
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You need a fresh approach Get rid of mental cobwebs and (Oct. 23 to Nov. '21) MAP
to overcome worry. Begin outgrown concepts.
Get out and circulate. Seek
enof
with self-analysis. Investigate LEO
avenues
new
meditation. Take an interest (July 23 to Aug. 221
tertainment. Get to know what
The accent is on joint assets, you are seeking from life.
also in the problems of others.
insurance and estate matters. SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
Take inventory, and find ways (NO;,. 22 to Dec. 21)
Apr. 20 to May 201
A few problems in the social to safeguard capital.
Make -important domestic
arena may make you question VIRGO
decisions. See What can be
your friendships. -Begin to '(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) Wilt. done oti a practical level to
Make important part- transform home into the place
separate the true from the
,
false.
nership decisions. What role of your dreams. Evaluate
GEMINI
do others really play in your your situation.
..( May 21 .to June 20) a°9' life? Find new ways to bridge CAPRICORN
Are you getting the most out difficulties.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Ifj
of-your job? Take a fresh look LIBRA
- The accent is on creativity
and self-expression. Write
helpful letters and don't
neglect old friends. Follow a
friend's suggestion.
AQUARIUS
"ow
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
increase
tn
ways
Seek new
of
inventory
.an
Take
income,
7 Shines
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Take stock in yourself. Save
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0000013
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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MO 0000000
C000120 001200
MOO= 00000

22 Chaldean city 26 Employ
27 Gifts
23 Pace
28 Fuss
24 Exact
29 Negative
27 Agreeable
30 Golf mound
31 Dawn god43 Weary
32 Happy
39 Cronies
dess
44 Silkworm
32 Magnificent 35 Bureau part 40 Dillseed
45 Harvest
33 Female deer 36 Prayer book 41 Rockfish
42 Bow of vessel 48 Be in debt
34 Unnecessary 38 Perform
36 Speck
10 11
9
9
7
6
5
37 Reckless
2 3 4
1
38 Roman gods
14
13
12
39 Procession
42 Billboard
17
16
15
46 Again
21.
/20
ne
16
47 Conjunction r
49 Father
50 Unaspirated
33 2, 38
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ies 3. 28
-I
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i
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ss
54 Stitch
37
55 Jump
DOWN
43_44
40 41
1 — Khayyam
49
2 Girl's name
7 46
3 Asian port
152
1:1
4 Confederation
SS
54
5 Tower
6 Be Ii

YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural critic of society and its
values and often work for the
benefit of the community. You
le public life, but you atm
value your privacy. You can
be a loner and would rather be
in business for yourself than in
partnership. A good education
combined with a willingness to
do your own thing will bring
you success. Law, teaching,
government; criticism, music,
painting, acting and banking
are some of fields in which
you'd find happiness. Birthdate of: Erik Estrada, 11
star; James Madison, U.S
president; and Pat Nixon,
former First Lady.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. says
he has agreed to amend his
proposed gasoline taie-iegislation to place a capon revenues
derived from the tax.
Brown promised Friday to
make the change during a
meeting
with
closed
legislative
commitee
chairmen.
Afterward he said he agreed
to the change "in a spirit of
compromise"saying he hoped
it would help get his biennial
budget passed.
As originally drOml, the
administration bill would convert the tax from a flat 9 cents
per gallon to 9 percent of the
wholesale price per gallon,
with no maximum on the tax.
State revenue officials have
projected that the tax will bring an additional $22 million
into the state Road Fund during the first year of the biennium and $58 million the 'second year.
Meanwhile, Brown said he
thought the leaslative process
has been "healthy" up to this
point, but added, "Now it's
showdown time."
The governor said a • lot of
legislators have been trying to
sidestep'issues — such as the
need for more revenues in the
state road fund.
He said he told them that the
state must do something —
-even if we have to have a

legislative) session
ever month until we get what
Wt' Want."
Brown said the gas tax conversion plan is the easiest and
most responsible way to
generate new road fund
revenues.

spe, la 1

"Business will be better
or worse "
Calvin
Coolidge

Three Plead Innocen
In District Court

Your Individual
Horoscope

WELL' TI-IAT PIPN'T
TAKE LONG, PIP IT?

THAT
MEANS.,
NOBOPY

I LIKE NOT
NEGOTIATIONS.

WINS.

IN OLP DAYS,
WE FIGHT
FOR WHAT WE
WANT.

-75;4.44

CARTER STUDIO

EAST
•A K 109
•K 5 2
•K J 107 4

WEST
•J 7 6 4 2
•J 1098
•8 6 3

•K

Will

.3

SOUTH
•Q 5
•Q 7
•2
•QJ 1087542

Haul.

Vulnerable East-West
Dealer South The bidding
South
3•
Pass

West
Pass
Pass

Opening
hearts

North
54

East
Dbl

Pass
lead Jack

of

was made with a flourish.
It's tough to blame East
for his double of five clubs.
but sometimes it is better to
allow the pre-emptors to
"steal" a hand rather than
reveal the location of all the
high cards.

I MUST
SAY.. YES.

Call 4924515
Ask For
Richard
anytime
of day.
‘
•
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 159.4600
DO YOU OWN ANY

11:X1—DIAMONDS?
Let us reset
them in lovely
'Lir Resistib

Bitl with Coro

South holds

3-15-B
Ir \wed riarl

•A K i09
K 52
•K J 1074
*3
South
1•
1•

753-112911

301 Mein

North
1 IP 2•

ANSWER: Three hearts
North has a good heart suit in
a weakish hand However, he
might have the right cards to
produce a game
Send bridge questions to The Ales
I'll Box 12363 Rolla, TPIAS 73225
with cell addressed stamped envelop.
it rt•pl

DecoLAtibt
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: WONDERING asked what marriage would
be like with a woman who kept reminding him to keep his
elbows off the table, chew his food thoroughly, etc. You said,
"Like being 9 years old again and married to your mother."
You were right. Nothing spoils a fine meal or any
pleasurable setting as much as incessant nagging about
etiquette.
I hope the unfortunate man -decided to lean across the
table, with his elbows firmly planted on it, and kiss the
young woman goodbye. And I hope that before he did it. he
rattled the spoon while stirring his coffee, slurped it loudly,
wiped his mouth with his sleeve and belched!
Another of this perplexed man's complaints involved his
beloved's refusal to let him talk with food in -his mouth.
A romantic little tableau comes to mind in which the guy's
girlfriend gently places her knife and fork on the plate,
chews, thoroughly, swallows completely, dabs at the corners
of her mouth with a napkin and says. "Dearest, your pants
are on fire."
And she'd probably object if he used his glass of water to
put himself out.
PATRICK MOTT

Dating plans are up in the
air. You may be uncertain as
to how to spend your leisure
time. Keep career plans on a
realistic level.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Stress the positive in dealing
with family members, who
may get ornery as the day
progresses. Neither fight nor
abandon your principles.
AQUARIUS
"ma
I JAane.h20anceto
'"w
c
rilte) ould ruin
remark
what otherwise is a good day
for presenting ideas. Don't let
anger sabotage your thinking.
19 to Mar. 20) X
eb.IES
r.FISC
'P.
Get shopping done early.
Later you're prone to unwise
choices. In the p.m. you may
get reckless, and then
careless.

PHANTOM
•zol.
-

483
•A 6 4 3
•A Q 9 5
•A 9 6

Slob Story
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A
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ORDER
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limitations.
GEMINI
I May 21 to-lune 20) n
fr
4
The morning hours favor.
getting in touch with others.
Later, you're to quickto take
ARIES
offense.
get
r4r4 lackadaisical.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)"
The accent is on little things. CANCER
Make the most out of small (June 21 to July 22)
opportunities. Don't insist on
A career conference goes
your own way in romance.
well. A business associate
TAURUS
would like to get to know you
Four of the five Great lakes ( Apr. 20 to May 201 bdiigs. better. Watch carelesyss in
lap Michigan's two large penin- You'll get some privacy„ but p.m.
sulas and several islands, and not as much as you would like. LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22)41244
the state's total shoreline is 3,- Think positive thoughts, and
don't dwell on present
000 miles.
You'll seek advice now but
may disagree with . others'
suggestions. Still, know that
PEANUTS
IF NECK5 WERE FEET qOUD they
c63
,
NECKS HATE Tc)
are offered in good faith.
NEVER GO ANYWHERE! No extravagance.
EXERCISE-VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Talks with loved ones and
advisers go well, but you may
have second thoughts later. Be
content with modest beginnings.
LIBRA
11'1
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)4
Cooperate with others on a
I BOUGHT THESE
work project. Sugar rather
.cWON T YOU HAVE
TWO RUBBER STAMPS
TO ANSWER AN
than vinegar aids your purELECTED
I WAS
/ AWFUL
pose. Evening finds you
CORRESPONDING"
LOT OF
somewhat escapist.
SECRETARY OF
LETTERS?
SCORPIO '
OUR CLUB
lOct. 23 to Nov. 21) M'AtP
Some of what you have to do
now you'lklike. Other tasks
may be tedious. Take the good
with the bad. Don't fight with
higher-ups.
S 21) etip.
Uee
aID
. 22AtIR
GvITT
A0
(SN
BEETLE

ACES'

Business got better for a
76-year-old bridge columnist from Duncan, British
Columbia Jay Powley (The
Cow ichan Leader) opened
today s hand with a defen4 sive pre-empt. However,
I.frwhen the bidding and play
was Over, he had found plenty of opportunity to show
LEXINGTON, Ky. API — some offense
East was left contemplatThree !nen have pleaded innoing what he might have
cent in U.S. District Court to
opened the bidding with had
four counts of possessing he
been the dealer Unforunregistered weapons and one
tunately, since South bid
count of conspiracy.
first, East's decision came
The court Friday then set a at the five level and he
tentative trial date of April 22 chose a reluctant double.
for;grtiley Bryant, 30, LexDummy's heart ace won
ington: Wendell Drakeford, the first trick -- a duck to
30, Jessamine County; and the queen would have provRoger Bernard, 29, Har- en disastrous. East would
win his king and cash two
rodsburg.
They were arrested Feb. 14 high spades for a quick
after Lexington police seized down one.
The ace of clubs was
$250,000 in firearms in a rental
cashed and, when West's
warehouse.
Bryant and Drakeford king dropped, it was time
already had been free on bond for a torrent of defensive
and Bernard's bond was discards. After the-run of all
trumps. East was
reduced from ;59,000 to eight
forced to reduce to the K-1C
$10,000.
of diamonds, the king oi
The Statue of Liberty, a gift hearts and the king of
of the people of France to the spades (the ace of spades
United States, was unveiled in was discarded in an attempt
1886_.on Bedloe Island in New to cloud the Issue).
York harbor with ceremonies
attended by President Grover
With everything ready for
Cleveland and the sculptor. Au-. East to fall on his own
guste Bartholdi.
banana peel. Powley led the
heart queen to stuff the lead
with East East could do no
better than cash his spade
king and lead a diamond,
but the forced diamond lead
rode right into dummy's AV and the doubled contract
Frances Drake

FOR MONDAY,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

CLASSIFIEDS

IRA G CORN, JR

YOU BORN TODAY are
more self-sufficient than the
typical member of your sign.
You are a good manager of
other people's interests and
would succeed in banking and
investment counseling. You
are humanitarian in outlook
and work best when you are
inspired. Do not let a need for
financial security cause you to
sell out on your dreams. Your
idealism often attracts you to
the arts. You cap succeed in
acting, music, dance,. film
. writing and • photograph)'.
_Law, counseling and teaching
may also appeal to you. Birth..
date of: Nat King Cole,
singer; Rudolf Nureyev,
'ballet star; and Edmund
Kean, 19th century actor.

DEAR PATRICK: Beautiful! I am informed that you
write a consistently bright column for the Register in Santa
Ana, Calif., in which my column also appears. Congratulations, Patrick, you've just won another reader!
DEAR ABBY: We have a 17 year-old son who sucks his
thumb. He seems so mature in all other ways that we can't
understand it,
fle sucks his thumb when hegs alone, or thinks nobody is
watching. We have a rather cool TV room. Sometimes he
will cover himself with a blanket, way up around his nose.
and he goes to town on that thumb!
Is this a sign of insecurity or perhaps a mental problem?
He has many friends and nothing to feel insecure about.
We have tried to break him of this habit, but we never imposed any serious punishment on him. In later years we've
tried not to make much of it.
Have you or any of your readers ever heard of this
problem in a boy this age? And what do psychiatrists
recommend?
PERPLEXED IN UTAH
DEAR PERPLEXED: Thumb sucking is a habit formed
in infancy which provides the thumb sucker with•feeling of
pleasure and gratification. It is harmless. The possibility of
embarrassment and humiliation may motivate the thumb
sucker to overcome the habit, but in some cases, being told
that it's babyish will only make the thumb sucker all the
more anxious, so it's not recommended.
Psychiatrists say, "Leave him alone."
PEAR ABBY: My Dad, a widower who lives in another
city, has a December-May romance going. He has informed
us that he and his girlfriend will be coming to stay with us
for a weekend soon. We have only one guest room, but can
accommodate two guests in separate rooms if necessary by
using our sofa bed. too.
We know for a fact that they have taken trips together
and registered as Mr. and Mrs.. although Dad doesn't know
that we know this.
Our problem: Should we just assume that Dad and his
girlfriend want to share one room? Or should we just set
.......
,
them up in separate rooms?
Some facts you should know: Dad and I never had sex
talks while I was growing up.
We thoroughly approve of his girlfriend. She has done
wonders for him, and if they want to stay together we have
no objections.
DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: Prepare the guest room for two.
Also have the sofa-bed in readiness. When Dad and his
friend arrive, ask Dad Iprivately) whkh set-up be prefers,
and act accordingly.
Getting married? If you want a traditional wedding or •
do-your-own thing ceremony, for some great ideas write to
Abby for her "How te Have a Lovely Wedding" booklet.
Bead $1 iplus a long, self-addressed, stamped 128 cents)
envelope Co Abby: 132 Lisky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212,

Lost in vicinity of MSU „male
long-haired beige and brown
cat not wearing collar Call
767-2355

6:141Wiiited
Fisher Price Toys needs a
Maintenance mechanic Industrial equipment, trouble
shooting experience in the
field of hydraulic electrical,
and mechanical Pay will be
determined according to skill
Send resume or application to
Fisher Price Toys, F Penny
Road, Murray, KY An equal opportunity employer
Models over 18 for television.
photography, trade shows.
department stores, fashion.
promotions Call (212) 7578173 from 12 to 5 PM for appointment 1.756 Broadway
N V C Suite 50-GRS advertis:
ing.
One experienced cook, one experienced waitress We want
the best, will pay more than
anyone else Kentucky Lake
Lodge Restaurant Aurora. KY
Phone 474-2259 for appointment
RN, full or' part time. 3 to 11,
11 to 7 shift, Differential pay.
Competitive salary anc
Marshall County
benefits
Hospital. 1-527-8633.6

111-Bus. Opportunity

BE YOUR
OWN BOSS
nere's an eliciting opportu
noty to operate-a business of
your own with a small onvesl
Ment We are interested in
—a qualified Sales ()flamed

pe,son fatn pCVOuS road
e.per,ence to own and
operate a catalog store in

Murray
if you are willong to accept
responsibility on return for a
future in yew' own business,
write giving full personal
qualifications to

Richard Clark
P.O. Box 546
ManchesTer, TN.
3 7355

Have a highly profitable and
beautiful lean Sliqp of your
own Featuring the latest in
mans, denims, and sportswear
$16,500 includes beginning inventory, fixtures, and training
You may have your stOre open
in as little as 15 days. Call any
time for Mr. or Mrs. Leathers,
(404)353-8866.
Excellent investment
opportunity with the
world's second largest
tractor company. Ford
trector franchise
avoileble in Murray,
RT. For more information contact: Tom
Stone,
Marketing
Representation Mendipor,(901)454-7491.

if
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PUT IT IN THE
9. Situation Wanted
Six years experience filing
clerk, light typing and receptionist Seeking position paying
$4 per hour Have reference
from former employer Call
7594415 anytime
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16.'Home Furnishings
Kitchen Aide dishwasher, 2
years old 753-2266 or 7594683
Two piece living room suite
Phone 435-4352

AL 11111 111 11
WWI Estate

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

49. Used Cars

4110
53. Services Offered

1973 Olds 98, 2-door hardtop. -Urivrna rdlije '0,oeLl and
clean, loaded. Michelin graded Any site white rock or
extra
Motley Auction &
radials. Call 753-5482
pea gravel one ton and up
Realty Swies
•
Cliftord•Garrison 753-5429
COL
11811,1
1917
Special
&IMP
FARMSEdition
black
DOMES
•
L.,
'
,weer tool,.
BUSINESSES
Trans Am. loaded, with T-top Electrical or plumbing repairs
edetetoe
AJORS
14:Want To Buy
LAILE AND RKINATIONAL
Call
431-4439 during day. 43/- by the job by the hour Well
•
4'4 2'48G
17. Vacuum Cleaners
4
PINWIRTY
REAL ESTATE
4792 after 6 pm, ask for Ran- pumps repaired 4742251
7534080
dy
I
NOW BUYING
Listin9s needed! Offices
Gutteririk by Sears Sears con
Silver
Coins,
Coost to Coost Buyers from
KIRBY
Tube
framed Dune buggy for , tinous gutters installed per
'Prolegomena,
•
scx
Sterling Silver, Gold
Acres
Everywhere. "Free" Catogloy
17
ot
level
land,
Highway
With The Friendly Touch"
sale. Call after 5 pm. 489- your specifications Call Sears
'ACM*
rings up to $100.00
1550. Call (703) 921-1403
Strad
2510
Realty
753-2310 for free estimates
each.
CLEANERS_
after 6 pm.
lea I.
COUNTRY ESTATE
anew
tot lector, woreottsed earls Wet and
Heating
1911 Coldwater Id
1975
VW
and plumbing elecRabbit,
excellent
753-6837
New colonial home on
swot°, cod 19011 442 7619 located
753-0116 mechanical
Call Century 21 . Loretta Jobs
Nenow. to
condition. Approx- trical appliance work trailer
St 102 W WestonetenSt
Cowl
acres,
so
12
Realtors about our VIP Referral
many lux*We Pans In
imately 35 mpg. Call 436- work Call 753-0357
A youth site bed with mattress
Service..,because changing
uries, so much
2862.
44. Lots For Sale
Home remodeling .and repairs
and springs Call 489-2678
homes is enough trauma by
spaciousness, 11
itself. In a word it's called ad- For sale or trade. 3 lots in 1971 Volkswagen Squareback, quality work at lowest rate in
rooms, 3 baths full
24' or 26 used motor home 19. Farm Equipment
/iff,6
justment. Moving from home to Gateway Village Subdivision at good condition, $1000. Call town. Nickles 8 Pennies
finished basement, 2
Chain saw chains, 3/8 pitch..
Call 753-0114
General Contractors. 759-4132
Instead of luring Carter out of the Whit fireplaces, owner will home and neighborhood to Draftonville, KY. will trade for 759-4607 after 5 pm.
for
16'
bar.
51025.
20",
Scaley bark Hickory nuts 153or 753-4109
house
acreage
or
in
niegbborhood.
country.
WeihnHOUS
consider
e,
trade
Used
50.
should
we
Trucks
$11.99.
for
try
luring Rosalynn bac
$1455:
city
1551
After we sell your home, we Call 395-4300 after 6 pm.
Hardware, Paris, TN
property or will
in."
1978 Big 10 Chevy truck. 6 Insulation blown in by Sears
pride ourselves on knowing the 45. Farms For Sale
Want to buy Junk cars. Call
finance
to
qualified
cylinder.
1950 Ferguson A-1 condition, 24.
good gas mileage. save on these high heating and
-n-eighbifilhood that awaits you
4141838 after 5 pm.
Miscellaneous
buyer.
32. Apts. For Rent
positive
traction
grader blade and 5" ft bush
rearend, new cooling bills Call Sears 753Three
acres, prime building
elsewhere.. The schools, parks,
BUSINESS
LOT
rear
6-ply lugs. $3400. Call 2310, for free estimates
Want to buy. Small, used car in hog $2615 Call 159-1987
8x12 Storage building, win- Nice furnished one
shopping facilities. Now for the site, fenced, septic tank and
bedroom
Excellent location,
753-4828.
Ken's Lawnmower Repair in
well,
the $1000 range. Need For sale 700 lb. Kobe Jap dow, 4 ft door, never used. Ex- apartment Inquire 100
large
garden,
big
trees
ingenious part...VIP Referral
S 13th
commercial lot on 641
automatic shift and air. No seed. Also have registered cellent condition and material. St
may also find a buyer for your tool shed with security light. 1974 Chevrolet 4-wheel drive, new location, approximately
N. in city with city
cars over 10 years old, and no Duroc boar, 375 lb. Would like Call 328-8696 after 5 pm.
/
2 miles from Murray on good condition. Call'437-4439 one mile on 121 South to Overpresent home from another ci- Only 21
Two bedroom duplex close to
water. 172 ft. frontage
dealers please. Leave message to buy seed sower 3 pt. hitch. 26. TV-Radio
ty, then help that family adjust blacktop. Serious inquiries on- during day, 437-4792 after 6 by Road, left 9/10 miles on
MSU, 'reduced rent for imleft side. Name on mail box,
during the day for :David at Phone 753-6215.
over one acre in size.
to your neighborhood. SoitOs1 ly. 759-4683 after 7 pm. No pm, ask for Randj.
For sale: Realistic -component mediate occupancy. Calf 753Wes
Walters. Phone 759-1221.
153-9694.
realtors.
Good investment. Call
familiar? It's the same thing
\
1977 Dodge Van, automatic.
• For sale. Allis Chalmers 6-row stereo. STA-7 receiver, Lab 260 4126.
753-8080 for more inwe do for you someplace eke. 46. Homes For Sale
licinsed
Electrician and gas inWant to buy Nice 3 bedr*m no-till planter with fertilizer at: -turntable, Mimus1 speakers.
power steering. AM-FM
Call 7534'492 for helpful inforstallation,
heating installation
home on acre lot, preferably: tachments and 2 extra planter All items 24 months old. All Two room apartment with bath,
•
cassette,
customized,
Save 10%, buy Isom owner.
low
carpeted, partially furnished,
mation On this service
and repairs Call 753-7203
east of. Murray Financing units and -coulters. Call 753- warranted. Call 753-7761.
mileage.
Call
753-5281.
Lovely
country
home
with
new
753-8080
in private home, private enFarmers Home 'Loan Call or 4083or 753-5107.
elect, plumb, insulation, storm 1973 Dodge Adventure' F-20 Lawns mowed Free-estimates
Two repossesed 25'.color t.v.s, trances 308 Pi 6th St. 753write Charles Sparrow. Rt.4,
windows and doors. Large kit- pickup, power and air, AM-FM, Call 753-2813
Purdom
146.
1--.600
remote
control.
&
Thurman
grain truck. 966
Take up small 0848
Box 237. Paducah, KY 42001,
Four bedroom_home.on wooded
chen,
large family room, living camper package. Extra clean.
t.H. tractor, plow and chisel. monthly payments. Warranted.
898-3511.
Insurance &
'Two bedroom apartment for lot, 2 full baths. den 17x24
room, utility room, 2 bedrooms $1350. Call 489-2595. Also 160 At, tractor with 5 1& B Music, 753-7575.
rent. Also a three bedroom with fireplace and wet bar,
Custom Frames For your
and bath. On paved Claytown
Real Estate
pieces of equipment. Call 382- 27. Mobile Home
1978 Dodge 4x4, low mileage,
near
University
Sales
apartment
for
and
rent.
Call
high
rd.
(4
753art
miles
work.
E
of
Hazel).
Nice
Southside
Square
Court
Iiyng
2327.
landscaping and drive. Priced excellent condition, AM-FM
1979 Atlantic, 24x40, 3 9240 between 8 and 5 pm, school, one block from_RobertKeatiecky
Alarm,
CARTER STUDIO
1974 Massey Ferguson tractor bedroom, all
Gold-Silver
son. Priced in mid $60:s. Call
for immediate sale at $20,000. stereo tape player, air condielectric, central Monday through Friday
753-4451
tioner, tilt wheel, power steerwith 51 bushhog 753-2418
Purdom
Thurman
&
To
753-4451
see
304
cwiffact
Main
Elton
Hudson,
753-8298
heat
and air, well-insulated, 33. Rooms for Rent
Coins and Sterling
ing, new tires. $5500. Call 382or Susy Wells 753-1585 or
498-873T.
Steele buildings. All-steele. 515.000. 753-5927.
Furnished room one block fromt • Geneva Giles 753-6557.
2542 after 5:30 pm.
(We also allow 25 re. 1
Three bedroom brick . home
clear span. 30x48x12, $3795 Double wade on two acres
land, MSU. Living room, kitchen, and
exchange silver for
47.
Motorcycle
baths.
fireplace,
with
full
s
kit3
1978 Ford 250 Ranger XLT, Lawns and cemeterys mowed,
40x48x16, $4995. 40x72x16, $18.000. Owner will finance.
laundry facilities available. $50 Look us over before you look chen with all appliances, rec
merchandise)
camper
special Loaded. All ex- free estimates 436-2240 or
$6495 Also 50x96x16, 59595. SmaIrdown payment. Call
around...When
you're'
For
ready
sale:
1976
to
Enduro
125
489- per month. Call 759-4538 after
436-2573 or 753-1531
room.
Call
Priced
$48,500.
tras.
$5000.
F.O.B.
753-0605.
Call
buy
317-188-4581
a
colhome,
you
need a lot of
Yamaha, excellent running
Vernon's _
2248 after 5 pm.
12 noon.
lect, now.
questions answered. [Ake what Purdom & Thurman 753-4451 condition. 753-3269.
Lawns
mowed. clipping
1967
Fairlane
Ranchero,
good
Western Store
Extra nice 1971 Winco mobile Sleeping rooms, refrigerator in kind of financing is best? Of Susy Wells 753-1585 or
removal. Experienced. , Call
tires,
V8
automatic,
power
Tillers,
hp,
drive
chain
5
Briggs
48.
Auto.
Services
Olympic Plaza
home, 12x60,"2 bedrooms, hall, private entrance, Zimmer- Where are the schools? Shopp- Geneva Giles 753-6557.
354-8933 or 474-8834.
steering. Call 753-1205.
& Stratton engine. $229 99 large living room wilh
Murray, Ky.
man Apartments, South 16th, ing Centers? What about the We're sold on your house Battery $29.95 exchange. 3
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
Light
hauling and moving Call
XR
75
Honda,
condition.
fireplace.
good
recently remodeled. 753-6609.
753-7113
paperwork that's usually involv- before we sell it...Our theory is year warranty. New Concord
753-1520
after 11 AM
Call
753-1205.
Tractor flats repaired, new 354-6493.
Grocery.
ed?
9-9 Daly
436-5353.
Get
the
lump on these and simple. ,We take the time to
34. Houses For Rent other
Goodyear.
tires,
Firestone,
and
Lawnmowers, tillers, chain saw
questions by calling Cen- know your house, price it cor14 Sunday
51. Campers
52x12 Rembrant mobile home,
B F Goodrich Get our price extra clean. Call after 6 pm, Three bedroom brick, city tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. rectly. and discover it's distinc- Truckload tire sale! Truck tires
repair, work guarenteed Call
highway
tread.
700x15",
6
ply,
Close-out
Special!
Entire
invenschool district, $275 per mon- at 753-1492. We have lust this
before you buy! Vinson Tractor 436-5553.
753-4864
15. Articles For Sale Co
th, security deposit. Call 753- kind of information that makes tive features. Because we're $31.84 plus $2.96 FEL tory due to death in family. Will
753-4892
sold
it,
easier
much
on
it's
to
H78x15", 6 ply, $36.54 plus take trade-ins. All units Mobile home anchors roofs
12x60 Two bedroom, central 1222.
25 Automatic pistol: set of Truck
your house hunting easier.
tool boxes, heavy duty, heat and air, located at Fox
find the right buyers and close $3.49 FET; 750x16", 8 ply, drastically reduced. White's -sealed, and underpinning
Martha and George Washington
$89.50 tax included. Vinson Meadows Trailer Court Call Three bedroom house, large kit- Lakefront. This gorgeous home the sale. Then we even save you $43.68 plus $3.80 FET. Wallin Camper Sales, East 94 Aluminum or fiberglass Also
Avon glasses. Call 753-8451
chen, dining room, living room, located on Kentucky lake with time after the sole by helping Hardware, Paris.
Tractor Co., 753-4892.
Highway, Murray, KY. 753-- patio awnings and carports.
753-3403 after 3 pm
after 4 pm.
carpeted, utility room. Call boat dock has enough room for with time-consuming papersingle or double Jack Glover-,
Used AC no till planters. 4 to 9 28. Mob. Home
0605Two
Goodyear
new
Suburbanite
Clearance sale' Fireplace
Rents 753-9420 between 8 til 5, all the family, friends, and work. It's all a matter of spen- snow tires with studs,
row.
Also
John
Deere
no,
till
mounted
52. Boats and Motors 753-1873 after 6 pm
enclosures with glass doors and
relatives.' Fully furnished, ready ding our time wisely so it on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet
planters. Vinson, Tractor Co.,' One bedroom, 12x50 trailer for 'Monday through Friday.
Mitchell
Blaclitopping
wire mesh- draw screens, all
rent in Hardin. Ideal for work- Two bedroom house in town. to start enjoying spring fishing doesn't waste yours. This is just Camaro, 1968-69 Chevrolet. 19 Foot boat, inboard out- driveways and small
753-4892.
jobs a
sizes and finishes, wtle they
board, 302 Mercruiser, 188 hp. speciality
ing couple or single adult wan- Gas heat. Stove furnished. and entertaining. Approximate- another reason you should call Size G 78x14, $90. Call
also patching- and
753- Also a 35 hp pontoon
last 534 99 Wallin Hardware. 1951 VAC tractor, good condi- ting quiet place to live. Stove
Century
Loretta
21
Jobs
boat, 24 seal coating 753-1537
ly 3100 sq. ft. Reduced to
$250. Call 753-5923.
2796.
tion Grader blade, disc, plow.
Paris
ft. Has just been repaired. 753and refrigerator
$64.000. Can Spann Realty Realtors today at 753-1492.
cultivator, draw bar, and boom $125 per month. furnished. 36. For Rent Or Lease
N & M painting and wall paperWe're the Neighborhood Pro- 49. Used Cars
0738.
437-4462.
Associates, 753-7724.
$1600 Call 753-0605
ing. 753-7337 or 437-4617.
fessionals.
1979
Black
Special
Edition
Morriscraft
boat, trifiull, walk
Two bedroom trailer for rent in
Want to buy: pull type cyclone Hardin. Ideal for working
aka
Trans Am, loaded, 6000 miles. through windshield, 40 hp Need work on your trees, Toppcoufertihze spreader. Call 498- ple or single adult
Call 437-4537 after 4' pm.
Johnson motor, power tilt. Call ing, pruning, shaping, comwanting
Wareham
8376.
plete removal and more Call
quiet place to live. Stove,
1978 Cougar XR7, fully loaded: 753-3295.
Storage Space
BOYER'S
TREE SERVICE for
refrigerator and air conditioner
22. Musical
1978 Firebird Formula, black 53. Services Offered
professional tree care 753For Rent
and gold; 1977 Impala, red;
HAMMOND ORGAN. Excellent furnished. $135 per month.
8536
1976 Corvette. All cars :sharp Licensed Electrician.
condition. Worth $600. will 437-4462.
7534758
Painting- Paper hanging,_Comand priced to sell! 7 AM til 5
take best offer. Need to sell! Three bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, I
1
PM, call 753-0405, after 5:30 24 Hour Service.
mercial or residential. 25 years
Call 753-0243.
located Shady Oaks. $150 per
JUST WHAT YOU'VE
SOMEDAY
YOUR
,free Estimates. Call
For rent: Compressors, air hamPM call 753-2750.
experience. Free estimates.
BEEN LOOKING
HOME
Repossesed piano, balance due month. Call at night, 442- mers, sand blasters, other
759-1.981.
Cox
Electric,
435.
1258.
1977 Cutlass Supreme, low
FOR
Of monthly payments Also
Can be yours today!
equipment. New . Concord
Snow removal from driveways,
mileage, excellent condition, 4397.
75 acre farm just
practicNkanos. J & B Music Two bedroom, one full bath, Grocery, 436-5351
Beauty has been capparking lots, etc. Also tractor
$4000. Call 382-2542 after
minutes from Murray,.
one half bath, all electric
753-7575
tured in this unique
AA-1 AIL TYPES borne remodel- work
37.
breaking. disking,
5:30 pm.
Livestoca
upplies
mobile
Southwest
School
per
home.
$150
in
month
contempora
home
in
ry
Save 25% On all new Wurlitzer
FOR SALE
ing
and
maintenance. bushhogging, blade work. Call
rent plus $75 security deposit. For sale: Young 2 year old filly, District. 3 Bedroom, 2
Estates.
-Canterbury
1977,
Datsun
280Z,
4-Speed,
organs
during
March. BeginnReferences. Guaranteed work. 753-7400 from 8 til 5. after 5
Focal 135 mm, F2.8,
bath brick home with
broke to ride Pleasure horse.
36,000 miles, economical, AMThe gap has been
ing at only $400. 1 & B Music, No pets. Call 753-4808.
Free
Minolta
estimates. Call 753-8948 pm 753-2632.
mount
fireplace,
located
on
FM radio, new Michelin tires,
bridged between beauDixieland Shopping Center, Two bedroom trailer, 11
/
2 miles with saddle. Consider trade for
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
automatic diaphragm,
Will haul driveway. white rock
Can
sell
car
excellent
Ford
or
Rd.
condition.
$350.
753-8527.
Call
753-6764.
quality
this
Murray.
and
with
on
ty
641
South,
$150 month
telephoto lens. Call
Concrete and block work. Block and Ag lime, also have any type
acres
531
house
and
/
2
Call
architectura
master753-8681
l
or
753-4699
Standing
'Torino,
air,
with
Ford
1973
in
at
stud
AQHA grey
Used console stereo, only $25
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
garages,
or house and 10 acres!
piece. Phone us today
stallioft. Guaranteed live foal.
good condition. Will take best walks, basements, driveways, of brown or white pea gravel.
Also repossesed console stereo, 29. Heating
patios, steps, free Also do backhoe work. Call
-Cooling
available
Financing
to
to view this exclusive
435-4481.
offer. Call 767-4052.
For-sale 40 ft van load of ut.ed monthly payments 753-7575
estimates. Charles Barnett. Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
qualified
will
buyer
or
Four
Phone
listing.
Kopstack
4,000
watt
portible 38. Pets-Supplies.
office furniture, chairs, desks,
1968 Ford Galaxy 500, 2-door 753-5476.
7,53-6763.
consider trade for
electric heaters, $36.99. Wallin
perud Realty, 753-1222.
fast
safes, 4 and 5 drawer
automatic
back,
A.A.A. dog grooming, 12 years
house in city. Phone
Hardware, Paris.
Will
do plumbing and heating
bringing
We're'
the
transmission, 302 engine, ps.
cabinets, tables, fiberglass and
PAINTING
experience, $10. Call 'Goldie
Kopperud Realty, 753repairs and remodeling around
1980's home to you!
Residential,
Farm
30. Business Rental
plexiglass Ross & Sons Salvage
and
pb,
air.
$350.
Call
753Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579.
and Commercial
the home. Call 753-2211 or
1222. for all your Real
EVERYBODY'S
8124.
Mdse., Inc. Martin, TN 38237.
Spray,brush & roller
Office space. Suite of office AKC
753-9600.
needs.
Estate
DREAM
registered Doberman,
Phone (901) 587-2420. Open
15
Experience
Yrs.
space available for rent or male, 8 months
For sale: 1971 Datsun, 1969
County
city
living
with
old.
Call
753bedroom
basement?, We make wet
house
Wet
Mon.-Fri. 130 to 5.30, Sat.
3
Nice
RALPH WORLEY
lease. Includes both single and 5677.
Ford pickup truck; seven
convenience
4
this
in
basements
dry, work completelocagood
130 to 3.00.
at
rent
for
436-2353
double offices and conference
10x15" white spoked wheels
bedroom, 2 bath brick
ly guarenteed Cali or write
tion near university.
room. Close to court square. Basic and Advanced dog obefor Ford truck or ieep. Phone
Hairdresser station; cabinet
Carpentry serviCe. Whatever Morgan Construction -Cohome on two acres at
dience classes and private inCall Kopperud Realty,
.753-4109.
753-8015.
and mirror, white trimmed in
Kelly's Termite
your needs, old or new, quality Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah
Murray.
edge
of
the
structions.
inforall
for
753-1222
Also
tracking
and
gold, Belvedere bowl, never us31. Want To Rent
For sale: 1974 Cutlass Salon. work. Call 753-0565.
KY 42001, or call day or night
& Pest Control
This home has modern
protection training. All breeds
mation. Available
ed. Call 753-4573 after 6 pm.
Call 759-1894.
appliances, central
Phone, 53 39 1 4
Fenced pasture with water for and ages from 2 months up.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable 1-442-7026.
May
1,),980.
Panasonic receiver; 8-track
Holstein heifers. Call Keith Let- Professional instructor, 436gas heat, central air,
1978 Gold T-top Trans Am. rates, prompt and efficient ser- 56. Free Column
player recorder, Thrusher
terman,
Take
2858.
over payments. Call 489- vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489carpets
753-0150.
new
North
7th
309
This
older
Miscellane
ous
One free puppy Part German
speakers, 3 months old, used. 24.
2702 evenings and weekends. 2774.
throughout. Family
Spitz puppies. Call 753-3892 home with 4 bedrooms and .2
Shepherd and Collie Call 436one month. Also H & R 22 For sale Ken Holland limited 32. Apts. For Went
room with fireplace
baths is located in the heart of
1971 Lincoln Continental Mark Carpet
cleaning,
2507 after 2 pm.
caliber pistol, 12 inch barrell, prints, good selection. Call R. furnished apartment, near after 6 pm.
free
town. Has tremendous
opens onto large redIII. Loaded with equipment, estimates, satisfied references.
magnum- cylinder. Call 753- Wright, 753-8256.
'downtown Murray. Call 753- 41. Public Sale
possiblittes on /
acre lot with
1
2
wood deck shaded by
new tires: in good condition. Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- 57. Wanted
5267 before 5 pm.
4109.
For sale: Used 8' flourescent
Rummage Sale! Dishes, several fruit trees and an exoak tree. Add to all
Call 1-354-6217 after 4 pm.
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, Boats Wanted, We have the on16. Home Furnishings tubes, $1 each. See at 506 S For rent: Furnished apartment household items, appliances,
cellent garden spot. Priced in
ly dry *oat storage marina on
this a full basement
1976 LTD Landau, 2-door hard- 753-5827
in New Concord, $80 per mon- clothes, and much more. Sale the $20's. Call Spann Realty
Used furniture. Challenger 4th St.
featuring recreation
Kentucky Lake. We will store
top,
car,
local
loaded,
extra
is located in the American Associates, 753-7724.
trolling motor; humidifier, bird Lime for lawns and gardens, 50 th. Call 436-2427.
your boat for pleasure or list Concrete and block
room with fireplace
nice,
Call
753-6973.
$2150.
cage on stand; trunks; foot lb. bag, $1.99. Coast to Coast Furnished one bedroom apart- Legion Hall on Saturday, March Only $27,000 for a completely
and store for sale Pontoons acwork. Block garages,
and 2 bedroom apart1979 Mustang Ghia, fully load
lockers; 5 pc. dinette sets: Hardware, Central Shopping ment, private entrance, near 15th, from 8 til 5.
cepted. First come first served
basements, driveways,
ment presently rented
remodeled and redecorated
ed, excellent condition. only
sofabed couch; loveseat; book Center.
walks, patios, steps.
as long as vacancies last, Eagle
Yard sale! 814 Fox Meadows, home in the city. New roof,
for $200 per month.
University. Call 753-7418.
8,000 miles. Call 759-1875
cases; picture window table;
Free
Nest Marina, Paris Landing.
estimates.
baseboard
new
heating
Saturday
Charles
$67,000.
Priced
system,
at
March
15
from 9 til ?
combination game table and Marble chips, 50 lb. • bag, Furnished or partly furnished Lots of nik-naks and plus an economical wood burn- . Phone 753-1222, KopRt 1, Buchanan. TN Phone
Barnett, 753-5476,
$2.29.
apartment.
Coast to Coast HardZimmerman Apartstereo; picture frames; baby
901-642-6192 The Boat Motel
1973 Monte Carlo, silver with
ing stove. You'll be pleased
miscellaneous items.
perud Realty for
crib; play Pen; rockers; vanity; ware, Central Shopping Center. ments, South 16th, 753-6609.
maroon
vinyl
nice
top.
inExtra
when you see this jewel. Call
courteous, complete
odd beds and tables; electric Quikarete mortar mix, 50 lb. Newly decorated one bedroom
terior. Automatic with power,
Having a yard sale?
Spann Fealty Associates 753Real Estate Service.
organ; televisions and ping bag, $2.63. Coast to Coast apartment, water furnished, "Then pickup your free
air, and AM-FM. Rides
7724.
pong table. Carraway Furniture, Hardware, Central Shopping reasonably priced. 1414 Vine
smoothly. $1350. Call days
yard sale signs from
Is your bathroom problems! Anything from
105 N 3rd Street
Center.
St.
753-1916 or nights 7531331.
the Gallery of Homes
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
a vanity top to a complete remodeling inask for Lisa.
office on Highway 641
ows yahoo strew
Nice duplex, large 2 bedroom,
cluding shower doors, mirrors, tubs (regular
N. in The Village ShopImp
NEW °MENNEN:
stove and refrigerator furnish1974 Malibu Classic, $1175.
Closed AU Day Wed.
ping Center just
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
ed. Located in nice private
size,
753-0521.
753-1804
Cali
or
medium size and economy size).
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
area. Call 753-3343.
across from the
Nice el
If
its
marble we'vr got it! If you hove a
1975 Monarch Ghia, 6
Boston Tea Party.
NAMUR $1-25
PRICE
=AU
cylinder,
automatic,
and
power
75*
One bedroom, adjoining Univerbathroom
problem. we want to solve it!
& Novae. Coll, pleosn Coll P53 37.175 one day on oadvonoo
•ro,
air. AM-FM, 31000 miles, exsity, water furnished. $130.
N000t a
Ser,00 e
JOHN SMITH
tra nice $2490. Call 489-2595
1303 Chestnuj. Phone 753Lametod at 103 Sycamore
.
1972 Opel GT, needs body and
We'd like to invite aft friends to stop by, if
motor work. Call before 3.30.
One bedroom unfurnished
we don't have what you're looking for,, we'll
Home crickw cleaning, no lob too large ormall,
759-1051.
apartment with Militia;ivy
get it'!
yard, one block from lASLI.
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759 1176
1975 Plymouth buster, AM-FM'
Coll 7534311 business or 71341754,
Single occupancy preferred.
"Quality That Will Please
tape Player, 32,006 Miles,
day
Of night
.References required. $135 per
753-7411
$1800. Call 753-8451 after 4
AROUND THE CLOCK
S. 9th
month. Cell 7512234. '
75:.s.57;9
pm.
awn,

•
•
•

SMUT
iNIC.
Th.14•41•ni owe 1144•gamy ib•
owlets
mimes bow

FOR
SALE
Lake Front
Cabin
Phone
753-4647
after 6 p.m.

OUR SPECIALTY...

NOW OPENING
PAUL GARLAND'S
USED CARS

THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE
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I Funerals 1
Dr. J. Lacy Hopson
Dies Friday At
Murray Hospital

Memorial Baptist
Church Services
Are Scheduled

Special Service Scheduled Sunday
A special evening service
will be held Surwlay,March 16,
at 7 p.m. at the First Baptist
Church when a special concert
will be presented by Sing and
Tell and a report by Larry and
Kenneth Carson on the Mission to Jamaica.
The Sing and Tell, a collegeage musical group who has
just returned from a spring
mission tour to Eastern Kentucky, will sing several selections.

The Carsons went with a
special mission team to
Jamaica.
At the 10:45 a.m. service
Sunday, the pastor, the-Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, will speak
on "A Sunset Blessing" with
scripture from Deuteronomy
33:1-3, 25-27a.
A solo will be sung by Gus
Robertson, Jr., and the
Church Choir, directed by
Wayne Halley with Joan
Bowker as organist and Allene
Knight as pianist, will sing.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. with John Randolph as
director, and Church Training
will be at 6 p.m. with Dr. Kenneth Winters as director.

the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor, will speak on
"Building Your Ark (Before
the Flood)" with scripture
Dr J. I.ao Hopson, Route
Gen. 7:1,Sand Heb.9:27from
7, Murray, a local physician,
the, 10:50 a.m. worship
at
28
the
at
died at 5:35 p.m. Friday
on Sunday, March 16,
service
County
- Murray-Calloway
at the Memorial Baptist ChurHospital.
ch.
Hopson was born in Trigg
At the morning service the
Lacy
John
of
son
the
County
Choir, directed -by
Sanctuary
and Mary White Hopson. He
with
Gresham
Milton
was a graduate of the Vanderorganist'
as
Wilkins
Margaret
bilt Medical School. in
and Sharon 0-wens as pianist,
Nashville. Hopson trained at
will present Special music.
the Yale University Hospital,
Bob Perrin, deacon of the
New Haven, Conn.; Johns
will assist in the serweek,
Hopkins Medical Center in
vices.
John Dale will speak on
Baltimore, Md.; and the
services the
p.m.
7
the
At
se, Eschatalogy
'Apocalyp
•
Vanderbilt University Hoppastor will speak and special
and Future Recognition" with
sital.
music will be by the Ladies
scripture from H Peter 3:10-14
Hopson moved to Murray in
Trio.
at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. ser1947 when he opened his pracnursery workers
Volunteer
vices, and on -The Works of
the
of
tice. He was a member
be Mary and Tracey
will
the Flesh" with scripture
First Baptist Church.
and Vicki Swain.
Graves
Gal. 5:19-21 at the 6 p.m.
from
wife,
his
Survivors include
with Don
Teaching
Church
on Sunday, March 16,
service
Pat Shaw Hopson; one
Rogers as director will be at
Seventh and Poplar
the
at
Hocking,
H.
Mary
daughter,
Training
Church
and
a.m.
9:40
Christ.
of
Church
Murray; one son, William S.
with Kerry Letterman as
Assisting in the services will
MOM, Murray; one stepdirector will be at 6 p.m. Sunbe Jerry /Wiley, Jerry Bolls,
son, Gregory Hendrick, Murday.
Gene Roberts, Mike Lyons,
ray; one sister, Mary White
Revival services will start
Richard Duke. Randy Wright,
Hopson, Hartford; and two
, March 19, at 7:30
Wednesday
Bob , Miller, Lenith Rogers,
----"rerandchildren, Allison White
p.m. and continue throughout
Wheatley; Roger Noah
Hocking and Joshua Steele
week. •
the
Garner, Bob LaMastus,
•
Hopson, both of Murray.
Adrian CloYs, Danny Cleaver,
Funeral- services will be at
Rick Spann, Dale Chadwick,
10 a.m. Monday in the chapel
Joe Garland, and Edgar
of the . Blalock-Coleman
Rowland.
Funeral Home. Burial will be
Teen nursery helper will be
in
End
Cemetery
in the East
Manners and special
Rhonda
Cadiz.
will be Terry
helper
class
2
from
call
may
Friends
The JudgPilate,
-Pontius
on the exServing
Roberson.
p.m. to 6 Sunday at the
ed!" will be the subject of the
will be
t
departmen
tension
Funeral
oleman
Blalock-C
sermon by the Rev. Dr. David
Emmanuel
and
Gibbs
B.
Glen
Home.
C. Roos, pastor, at the 10:45
Manners.
Expressions of sympathy
worship services on Suna.m.
Bible study will be held at
should take the form of a donaday, March 16, at the First 9:45 a.m.Sunday.
tion to the Houston Memorial
Christian Church (Disciples of
A group from the church is,
Library and should be sent in
Christ). His scripture will be
expected to return tonight
care of the Library Commitfrom John 18:28-38.
from Columbus, Miss., where
tee, Calloway County Medical
Margaret Porter will sing a
they attended the Youth
Society, Murray-Calloway
with Maxine Clark as
solo
Forum yesterday and today.
County Hospital, Murray,Ky.
organist. Libby Hart will be
worship leader with Brian
Daughaday and Steve Robinson as candle lighters.
_Others-assisting in the service will be Der Fleming,
Harlan Hodges, Norman Hale,
Youth Sunday will be obCollins, Dave
Elmer
minister
Pounders,
Jim
from Murfreesboro, Tenn., Eldredge, M.C. Ellis,and Bet- served at the Hazel Baptist
Church on Sunday, March 16.
and editor of "Teenage Chris- ty Gore.,
young 'peiople of the
and
The
Mr.
be
will
Greeters
tian," will speak on the Herald
of Truth program at the 10:30 Mrs. Henry Fulton and Mrs. church will fill all places of
leadership in the services.
a.m. worship seniceslon 'Sun- Clyde Jones.
'The Rev. Steve Hale, staff
Sunday School will be at 9:30
day, March 16, at the Univert for the First
evangelis
will
Groups
Youth
The
a.m.
sity Church otChrist. The speaker at the 6 p.m.. meet at 5 p.m. Sunday. The, Southern Baptist Church of
services will be the church fourth in a series of Christian Evansville, hid., will be the
minister, Bruce Logue, whose Perspectives will be from 5:30 speaker for the 11 asn. worsubject will be "Tears In A to 6:30 p.m. Sunday with ship service and Mike White
Bottle' with scripture from Daphene Mowery of the will be the speaker for the 6:30
Calloway County Health' p.m. worship service.
Psalms 56.
Special music for all the
Assisting in the services will Department as speaker.
The Covenant Players will services will be presented by
tre Ernie Bailey, Richrd
Smith, Vernon Gantt, John present "A Lenten Evening" the church youth choir under
Nanny, Greg Delancey, Pren- at _6;30/'ci.m. Sunday at the the direction of Steve
tice Dunn, Vernon Butterwor- church with tickets available Hussung,minister of youth for
the Hazel church.
th, Wayne Doran, Rob at the door. Sunday Sehool will be at 9:46
Gingles, Gerge Wilson, Doug
a.m. with Wallace Lassiter as
Jones, Hoyt Like, Steve
director and Church Training
Cochruin, Kyle Wall, and
Union will be at5-.3ttp.m. with
James Feltner..
Pat Hutson as director.
Nursery supervisors will be
The Grace Baptist Church,
Anna Faye Taylor, Margaret
617 South Ninth Street, MurWaldrop, Gail Wright, Martha
ray, will hear the pastor, the
Ails, and Julie Gargus.
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 5:30
A special meeting of- 'the
s ippseon,SundaY-,
wepaz
agaiip
worsl
Murray Middle School ParentTeacher Organization will be
Dwane Jones, organist, will held Tuesday, March 18, at 7
along
Morning Worship at South play an organ solo, and,
p.m. in the school auditorium.
pianist,
Underhill,
Anita
with
United
Pleasant - Grove
The purpose of the meeting
Methodist Church wW begin will accompany the church will be to share with parents
Sunday, March 16, at 10:45 choir, directed by Leland information about testing
Peeler, in special music at the result.S. According to Geneva
athir
The sermon by the pastor, morning hour. The Youth Brownfield, guidance
the Rev. Dr. Paul Blanken- Group will sing at the evening counselor at the school, it is
ship, will be entitled "No hour.
possible,to compare kocal lest
Nursery workers will be scores with those -ft-con across
Longer From A Human Point
Carolyn Caldwell, Hazel Ray, the state.
of View."
.
The choir, directed by Mrs. Rachel Rickman and Clovis
This 'meeting Will fulfill a
n
Lurine Cooper, will sing Jones. For bus informatio
public ,hearing requirement
"Lead Me .To Calvary" with call L. D. Workman; 753-8975 under the educational ImMrs. Olivene Erwin as or 753-5782.
provement Act. The intent of
Sunday School with Dan .this act is to assure the right of
organist and Tommy Gaines
Billington as superintendent each student in the public
as pianist.
Sunday School will begin at will be at 9:45 a.m. Sunday. school system to acquire the
9:45 a.m., youth fellowship at Prayer Service and Youth basic skills in order to function
5:30 p.m., and evening wor- Study Grour will be at 7 p.m. in society, Mrs. Brownfield
Wednesday.
ship at 6 p.m.
said.
All interested parents are
,mat"
invited and encouraged to atmem maw mem mem ari=w• is411}
tend,said a PTO spokesman.
The Chevrolet Video
Laser technology
goes from science
Center. Its laser beam
to our showroom.
quickly and efficiently
scans a video disc to find
answers to your Chevrolet
product questions
Masses at the St. Leo's
See a demonstration of
Catholic Church will'be at 6:30
this exciting new system
p.m today and at 8 and 11
in our showroom. And
0.m, and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
discover the exciting 1980
Chevrolets. too'
March 16, with the Rev. Mar..tin Mattingly, pastor, in
See the "Chevy
charge.
Religion classes for grades 1
Show" on our
12, pre-school, and confirto
Video Center
mation class will be at 9:30
today.
a.m.Sunday.
"iNt iir
'Nursery for the 2 to 6 year
W1111(,,,
peony
Keep Dal Great GM
olds will be'at the 11 a.m. mass
and coffee and cookies will be
Continuous
Protection
served after the 8 and 11 a.m.
Plan
. _masses.
.
Weekday crriasies- -will be
held at 6:15 a.m. Monday,6:30
753-2617
p.m. Tuesday; 5:30 p.m.
641 South
Wednesday, 1 0 a.m.
.
maw asiiimesSAN.--411W—meno
11101.
Thursday,and 2 p.m. Friday,

John Dale Speaker
Sunday At Seventh
And Poplar Church

Ex-Democratic Representative
Shot To Death By Mental Patient
NEW YORK (AP) Former Democratic Rep.
Allard Lowenstein,civil rights
activist and leader of the 1968
-Dump Johnson" movement,
was shot to death by a former
mental patient who was once a
political ally, police say.
Police said Lowenstein, 51,
was shot five times Friday
afternoon by Dcnnis Sweeney
of New London, Conn. They
said Sweeney strode into
er
Lowenstein's Rockefell
4
at .1 pina_
_
g.
.
1"ent

shook hands with the lawyer
Police said Sweeney, wearand then without warning
ing jeans, work boots and shirt
jacket, entered
pumped five slugs into him, and
hitting his heart, lungs, Lowenstein's law office on the
stomach,and left arm.
ninth floor of The Associated
Lowenstein was rushed to Press Building after having
St. Clare's Hospital where a
made an appointment earlier
team of nine surgeons in the day.
DiSinitio,
operated for five hours. He
Dorothy
died shortly after 11 p.m..
Lowenstein's sister, said the
"He had massive injuries. two had also met recently, but
His heart failed to continue to
would not elaborate.
t,
pump and he died, said Dr.
A New York Telephone Co.
William Mitty, St. Clare's installer, who was in the office
custits
•tobe identified.
OPEN DAM 1 1•SUNDAY 12-4

said the two were together for
five minutes. "I heard
screams and then pops, three
or four."
After the shooting, police
said Sweeney sat.in the office
reception area, placed a 9nim
pistol in a secretary's -in"
box, lit a cigarette and waited
to be arressted.
Police said Sweeney, 37, a
divorced carpenter, was
charged with second-degree
murder and possession of a
deadly weapon.
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Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos;
Activities Planned

Youth Sunday To
Be Obwrved At
Hazel Baptist

University Church
To Hear Pounders
And Logue Speak

Grace Baptists To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

,1 C-1
de

itId

1]
rAr*)

110/$150
.
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Reprint Sale

print' at

extra cold

ella

9' ei• Plat-]

nc.

`e,

66
Garb
s
ttZre

411'
I , -Pt. Loaf ori
.
Utility Pen

Oil of Olay '.-t
Beauty
Lotion

12 Or

Durable white plastic-garbage bags
with tie clasps Sturdy 1.02 mil.
iso MI NO ON In =I OW 1.9
on No sis

!Our Reig

K mart Dual Oil Filter
Dual filtration for cleaner engine operation. For most popular U.S. cars.

Microwave oven-sate I

Fire-King Ovenware
• Your choiCe of -Harvest Amber ovenware. Dishwasher safe. Save!

NM I= MB =I NM MIR NM NB SRI

MO MI MN MI MI en OM MN IMO
_

MIR =I

KBE_

Stayfree Maxi Pads
In 2 Sizes

88254

rferrer.7

eg. -1.77
fRa
Our E

297
35%

'c

970

'Ft Oir

NM On

Cov•reo

Cass•rol• Dish

4-oz • bottle of
Oil of Olay '
reSoothes.
freshs dry skin

Box of 30,17x18" Bags

South Pleasant
Grove Service Slated

Dwain Taylor

Super styles in spun polyester tPrry include
notched-collar Op with extended sleeves.
bottom band, in newest colors

' Comforta,bie cotton nylon tube work
men on-the-go' Elastic
socks for
banding maintains shape White
.'''`-•
in sizes 10-13

Murray Middle PTO
Meeting Is Tuesday

Masses Scheduled
At Catholic Church

Misses' Terry Tops

6-Pair Pkg. Men's Socks

Reprints from your favorite
negatives. Prints made
from Focal' or Kodacolor'
negatives only.
Reprints trorn other

di
rl

Our Reg 5 57

48 maxi pads in
economy size
box No belts or
pins Available
in regular or
super

9
r
19,',),,e
Spincast Rod/Reel Combo

Zebco° '600 reel with 75 yd 10# line
2-pc 6 Horizon'rod, pistol grip
Sporting Goode Dept
MN En On l= i= .1. NE MS

Auto Dept

•
DESIGN
SELECTIOPIj

do

t
I TOP MOUNft

97
Our Regular 4.97

Wooden Toilet Seats
Fantastic savings on our new. improved
toilet seat',' Baked-enamel finish, with
top' miaunt hinge Easy to install
. 441i-4,-Pitr

4K--aeor teetscrera.or:
'
704

y1I4:=21
THE SAVING Pl. ACE-

2$5

FOR)ur Regular 3.97 Ea

Latch Hook Rug Squares
Excellent for beginners! Includes' 12x12
polyester rug canvaS. with acrylic precut item Simple Wistructions tell you $
how!
—Latch IlifRitritottrictsdtn2-

700 U.S 641 N.
MURRAY, KY

9r

I J7

Propane Fuel
Metal cylinder with propane
fuel. Excellent for soldering
Camp stoves 14 1 or/ net

RT. 7 SEDALIA RD.
MAYFIELD, KY.

ti

